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CHAIRWOMAN SALLY TANNER:

Good morning, and welcome to

this interim hearing of the Assembly Committee on Environmental
Safety and Toxic Materials.

The subject of this morning's hearing

is AB 2229 by Assemblyman Polanco and the special issues involved
with hazardous substance cleanups on property within a
redevelopment project area.
We will be hearing from representatives of redevelopment
agencies and from the State Water Resources Control Board and the
State Department of Health Services.
Redevelopment projects are, by their nature, often
located in areas likely to suffer from toxic contamination from
underground storage tanks and from the hazardous materials and
hazardous waste management practices of many businesses and
industries, and, of course, it is the job of redevelopment
agencies to remove blight from such areas, including toxic blight.
This hearing, therefore, is both a timely one and an
important one.

Redevelopment agencies are assuredly going to

encounter the problems associated with toxic clean-up again and
again.

•

For that reason, it is important that we gain an

understanding of the problems faced by redevelopment agencies and
of ways in which these problems might be resolved.
It is to all of our benefit for redevelopment agencies
to pursue toxic clean-ups in our communities to the extent that
public health and safety and the protection of the environment are
-
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pSSUred.
I look forward to learning more about this issue today,
and I thank you all for taking the time out of your schedules to
be with us.
Good morning, Mrs. Wright.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN CATHIE WRIGHT:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm your quorum.

Again, the first thing we'll do is

we'll hear from Assemblyman Polanco.
ASSEMBLYMAN RICHARD POLANCO:

I don't have to present

the bill, do I?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

No, you don't present the bill.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Good.

Let me thank you, Madam Chair and Mrs. Wright and those
of you who are here today to participate in this hearing.
I believe we have a measure that will allow us an
opportunity to begin to, hopefully, bring forth another mechanism
by which we can begin to address the issues of sites that are
contaminated within a domain of redevelopment agency, or
redevelopment project.
I'm interested in learning and hearing from those who
oppose, at this point in time, the measure.
learning as to the reasons.

I'm interested in

Hopefully, we can come out with some
~

type of a remedy.

Obviously, as the bill has been drafted it doesn't talk
- 2 -

about financing coming from the state.

There's a reimbursement

clause, I believe, if the project is, in fact, within the
Superfund criteria or priority list, and I just have come to learn
that there are, not just in Los Angeles but in other parts of the
state, opportunities that this particular type of vehicle lends
itself to, opportunities in the sense that we have toxic sites out

•

there that are either going to be dealt with, fixed, or they're
going to maintain themselves in the current status, detriment to
the communities in which they are located.
I'm eager to listen and learn from the opponents, and
with that, Madam Chair, again, thank you for giving me the
opportunity to further address this measure.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm delighted.

I think that it's a

subject we certainly need to address and find out the best
procedures to follow throughout the state.
I do want to mention that several of our witnesses today
will not be here because of the difficulties in transportation.
Our first witness was supposed to be Paul DesRochers,

•

who is the Assistant Vice President for the Center City
Development Corporation.

Marjorie Friedlander will, I think

You will represent the Association, and you will be our first
witness.

Would you come forward, please.
MS. MARJORIE FRIEDLANDER:

I'd like to thank the

committee, and the committee consultants for arranging this
-
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hearing.

I think the summary of the issues and the factual

background has been very well done, and I think Assemblyman
Polanco has done a great service to redevelopment agencies in
authoring the bill.

I really would like to see it go forward from

here.
I talked to Paul DesRochers from San Diego this morning,
while he wasn't able to be here, and I would like to spend a few
minutes before getting on to my own remarks just giving you the
flavor of what he would have said had he been here.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Fine.

That'd be fine.

He had -- wanted to point out that in

general what you ought to do is kind of walk through the situation
that a redevelopment agency would be faced with.

It's working in

a blighted area.
Maybe I should clarify. The Center City Development
Corporation is a part of the San Diego Redevelopment Agency.
not a private corporation, and that would be its capacity.

It's
They

would go ahead and purchase the land and then learn that the land
was contaminated.
The law allows that redevelopment agency to go out and
find the owner, but the concern that the city council has in many
communities is that they are putting their redevelopment agency in
jeopardy and possibly embroiling them in an unknown amount of
liability if they were to volunteer to go out, now, and acquire
- 4 -

this property which they know is contaminated and try to do
something about cleaning it up because, as the law now stands,
they put themselves in the chain of title.

They become

responsible parties just like every party who owned the land for
some beneficial reason, and that's a grave concern that these
decision-makers have
expressed.
The next thing that would happen is they would attempt
to sell the land that they had acquired to a developer.

They

would still remain liable, and therefore their concern is ongoing
because they might ask that the developer indemnify them, but the
developer would be reluctant to do that in a situation where there
was no relief being offered.
Then he discussed with me the specific experience that
the San Diego redevelopment agency had in their Marina
Redevelopment Project.

He mentioned that in that situation the

redevelopment agency had acquired one parcel with only 10,000
square feet on it, which had been -- and they acquired this back
I think it was probably five years ago.

•

They acquired that

land, and it had on it at the time an old abandoned gas station.
They assumed that there would be tanks to remove and that that
clean-up would be necessary, but then what happened was that they
discovered that the water table, the groundwater, had become
contaminated, that there was a plume which was moving under
- 5 -

downtown San Diego.
Their original concept was that this particular site
would be developed with 31 low-income dwelling units.

They have

discovered that the cost of cleaning that site up to put those
dwelling units on it is going to make it prohibitive.

They're not

going to be able to make it affordable to the low-income families
until and unless they can recover the money from the responsible
party.
So they have that problem, but in addition, the
remainder of downtown, as a result of this contamination of
groundwater, is also affected, and they had a developer who was
interested in developing some 450 dwelling units in that downtown
area, all of which is on hold now while they try to figure out how
to get this cleaned up.
And then the problem that they had experienced is that
they needed to obtain approval of the information that they had
collected and then the proposals for clean-up.

They needed to do

that through the regional water quality control board, and they
found that the process worked quite slowly.

What they wanted to

be able to do was to get the approval, as I understand it, of the
water board to allow them to hire consultants and to develop a
plan and to move ahead as quickly as possible, but it's not only
the difficulty of the administrative bodies, I'm sure.

I think

it's the complexity of dealing with the groundwater problem, but
- 6 -

we need to find a way, I think, to put that problem in a context
where it can be dealt with in an expeditious fashion.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Let me ask a question here if I

may.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

So this issue there with the water

quality, the -- the issue with the water quality is one that

•

under the current system, the staff of that department are the
only individuals who can conduct the test and do plans and okay
plans?
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

That seems to be the situation.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

And as a result of that, the

person whom you're representing today from the San Diego
Development Corporation, or whatever the name was -- is basically,
under the bill, a redevelopment agency will have the opportunity,
then, to go and contract out for that expertise.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Uh-huh.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

A licensed person.

The plans are

developed, then the plans are still submitted for final approval
to the water quality board so that there's still that type of
responsibility.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Absolutely, and assurances that

there'll be a level of quality of the work that's being done
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

If I could ask, that was an issue,
- 7 -

I think, that was raised, or was of concern, Madam Chair, at the
time when I presented the bill.

I'd like to hear from the

representative, if I may -CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Why don't we hear from-- Why don't

we have the hearing as we have the agenda.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Fine.

Okay.

I will jot down the questions because I think -- That
was an issue, I think, that was raised because they felt, and
rightfully so, that you can not relieve that responsibility.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yeah.

What I want to hear is why the redevelopment agencies
and why those developers feel it's necessary to, for instance -to become -- have their project taken up before other projects.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Because of priority project.
I want to hear from -- you know, why

it's necessary for that to happen, and then we will follow up with
the water resources people and the Department of Health.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

And then, if I may, Madam Chair, I'd

like to follow up -- After that question's answered, I'm looking
at it from a different scenario, and I'd like to follow up after
that question is answered.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Okay.
I will break off from a description of

any further problems in San Diego specifically to respond to your
- 8 -

question, Madam Chairman.
I think what we have here is a situation in which the
state has determined that cities are suffering from blight and
that where they're suffering from blight they've created a tool
which can be an extremely useful tool, and that is the tool of
redevelopment, which authorizes a redevelopment agency to assemble
the land and to do what is economically necessary to induce
private investment to come into a portion of the community which
has been abandoned by private investment.
That's really where a redevelopment agency is called
upon to do something which is really valuable to the community.
If you have a situation in which you see your downtown being
abandoned and you see vacant stores and deteriorated buildings and
increasing evidence of poverty and crime, that's the circumstance
under which you want to adopt a redevelopment project area.

Now,

you have an old downtown which is already burdened with all of
those problems, and then because that area was developed long
before we had the kinds of controls in effect now that prevent
people from contaminating inadvertently or deliberately, we find
that there is a very high incidence of contaminated land in
redevelopment project areas.
So now we have a priority that the state has
established, a special procedure for dealing with redevelopment
agencies, but we don't seem to have a way to permit redevelopment
-
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agencies to become involved effectively with the existing program
that the State Department of Health Services and the water boards
are involved in.
Here we have public agencies which have the ability to
bring private funds and get those people to invest in these
blighted areas.

They're really equipped to do that.

They do that

all the time anyway, aside from contamination.
They put together parcels and do public improvements to
the extent it's necessary to induce that private investment.

They

can put together a package that will induce a private developer to
deal with a blighted site and to invest his own money, but they're
extremely concerned about the liability question and also about
the existing process, which they have found in their experience is
cumbersome.
Now, maybe it's a lack of their experience, knowing how
to deal effectively with the state agencies and the regional water
boards, and perhaps there's something that can be explained here
today about how that process could be facilitated that we perhaps
haven't hit on, but I think that's the reason why redevelopment
agencies, because of the fact that they're able to provide their
own funds and private funds to work on the problem, ought to have
their ability to do that facilitated so that it happens more
quickly and so that those other problems of urban blight can be
dealt with that they were created to solve.
- 10 -

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

In a case where there is a toxic

contamination, the redevelopment agency has this property, buys
this property, and now is it your opinion that the agency would
then pay for clean-up of the contaminated site, pay for it, and
then the agency itself would seek out the responsible parties, if
there are responsible parties, that they could find that had
resources to pay back some of the cost.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Is that --

That would be their intention,

certainly, to either pay for it themselves or to find a private
developer who would contribute to the cost of clean-up so that the
redevelopment agency would pay only the amount that it was
absolutely necessary to pay.
We would like to have the new private developer pay for
that, and then the private developer and the agency would proceed
against the responsible party or parties, whoever they were.
There may be situations in which the scope of the
problem turns out to be so great that the redevelopment agency
doesn't have the resources and the private developer doesn't have
the resources, and those projects probably couldn't go forward
until resources could be found, but there are many problems that
could be addressed by a redevelopment agency using its own and
private resources.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So what you're asking in the bill,

really, or of the state, is a streamlined process?
-
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MS. FRIEDLANDER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Uh-huh.
Where you can move ahead more

quickly.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

A steam-lined process and relief from

liability under appropriate circumstances.

That is, we believe

that the liability of a redevelopment agency should be different
from someone who has been in the chain of title and who has made a
use of the property.
The redevelopment agencies are not using the property.
They're basically acquiring it, if they acquire it at all, in
order to convey it to somebody else, and so the idea that they
should become liable is a difficult one for them.
Now, one of the things that I think they can do to
protect themselves is to assure that they investigate in the
future when they buy property, discover the extent of
contamination, and assure themselves that they're not paying any
more than the property is worth in its contaminated state.

That

will be somewhat helpful, but because of the unknowns in dealing
with contaminated property, they still feel as though they would
be risking their ability to carry out the rest of the
redevelopment project if they become liable as a result of
acquiring that property.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yeah.

When redevelopment agencies

acquire property, of course, it's supposedly blighted property,
- 12 -

and once the redevelopment is done, the property becomes extremely
valuable.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:
it's redeveloped, yes.

the redevelopment is done, if

It will become valuable.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So that is a consideration as well.

Any questions?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Let me take a different scenario.

What is to prevent any city, any community, from deciding that in
order to have a spot cleaned up -- because I think if there's
anything that has to be cleaned up, if there's toxics there, it
all of a sudden becomes a blighted area -- so what would prevent a
city from establishing a redevelopment agency in an area just
because they couldn't get on the Superfund list or they couldn't
get prioritized, and by going through this process under this bill
they suddenly gain priority and get a spot cleaned up, normally
they couldn't get it done?

•

What would prevent them, with this

piece of legislation in

, from doing that, and the first

thing you know, you're goi

to have a smathering of redevelopment

agencies set

in

str ct

to

clean-up, where they could

not have it done under the direction of the department.
after all, the

rtment

Because,

ritize everything they're

doing.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Well, perhaps I can respond to that.

What you have is a fairly complicated and time-consuming
- 13 -

and carefully structured process for the adoption of redevelopment

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

I'm well aware, because I was on

the city council in Simi Valley, and we did a redevelopment
agency, and I know why we established the redevelopment agency,
and that's why I'm questioning you at this -MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Why did you establish -- It was their

reason -ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
why it was done.

It was legally done, but I know

I'm not going to spread that out in this

committee, but that's what causes me to think that this is a
process that you can do.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Well, I don't know when the

redevelopment was undertaken in Simi Valley, but I think that over
time I've seen more and more legislative controls established so
that -- where there have been abuses of redevelopment in the past,
those are getting harder to do.
On the other hand, if a community discovered that it had

a major problem with contamination and as a result all the
businesses in that area moved out and no new development was
occurring, then that might be a candidate for the adoption of a
redevelopment plan if you can demonstrate that, in fact, that area
meets the test of a blighted area.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Let me follow up, if I may, for
- 14 -

two issues:

One,

ri

issue that, Ms. Tanner, you have

raised.

given pr

r one

rity?
the state

i

to begin with?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
collars because

•

fact that

Not necessarily.

t

loprnent agencies is the

r r

can

s taxes on

ASSEMBLYMAN

It's still tax

is --

But it's not corning out of the

general fund, basical
ASSEMBLYWOMAN

It s still people's tax dollars.

POLANCO:

Now we're going to get into

the semantics.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We're not goi

to get into a debate

, but I'm pointing that out
now -CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

t

let's each of us allow the

other -a redevelopment agency
that wants to clean
contamina

a communi

ted situation that is

on one

department's pr

, as you say, the

rities.

rticu

r project may not be in

that department's

iorities

of that community.

To me, that priority of that community is much

it's certainly in the priority
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more important than the priorities of the department.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, would you like to speak, Ms ..

Wright?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Well, I like talking to Richard.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

The second point, I think, is here

He's fun.

you have an opportunity to clean up a contaminated site that will
remain contaminated for years to come where the problem may be so
severe, as the case may be, in San Diego, where the water table
then becomes contaminated, and once it gets into the water table,
who knows how severe the problem becomes.

So we have a community

problem versus a priority that the department doesn't see fit
All we are trying to do is to allow a mechanism whereby water
quality and the other jurisdictions, health department and whoever
else, still retains final approval of those plans that need to be
implemented in order to carry out that clean-up with no financing
coming from that particular department or the Superfund for the
purpose of clean-up, and once the plans are, in fact -- the plans
of action and correction are submitted and if they've met the
requirements of those agencies that need the approval, then they
can carry them out.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

What stops them from doing it

now?
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

The problem that -- The other
- 16 -

issue that the bill

resses is

addresses your question:

ti

is

li
isi

they had no part in

nati

What

ility question.
property where

or using prior to the time of

acquisition.
WRIGHT:

But we had trouble with

individuals -CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
going to have you

scuss

Ms. Wright and Richard, I'm not
is between yourselves.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER

I'm not going to look at her.
But seriously, you can respond, Mrs.

Wright.
But it's on that point, Madam
Chair.
TANNER:

Yes.

opportuni

an

community problems

•

ve financi

t

issue

what we have is a real

i

I

mechanism to deal with
priority is an issue that, I

think, I believe

addressed.

that if you're
s

te

reauc

be absorbed and pa

I think

and it's not going to cost the
I!

E it is,

n maybe that could

financing mechanism of the

redevelopment
The issue of using independent qualified licensed
- 17 -

ponsultants to prepare the plan which is currently done

I just

think that we have a real opportunity to clean up a lot of sites
that the department is not going to be capable of doing.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
liability.

I think the question, of course, is

Mrs. Wright, would you like to -ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

If you recall, Madam Chair, when

we had the situation in my district of the couple who bought the
piece of property.

To me, this situation is giving a

redevelopment agency more ability and actually more safeguards
than is given to the individual person who buys the property, and
that bothers me.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Where liability is concerned, yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
concerned.

Uh-huh.

Where liability is

That is the whole thing.
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

Redevelopment agencies are carrying

out a public purpose, and I think that's something that needs to
be kept in mind.

The public purpose is to eliminate the blight in

that community.
Individuals certainly have an important concern about
cleaning up their own property, and I don't think that the state
should neglect the need of an individual to clean up his own
property, but a redevelopment agency is in a position to bring to
bear its resources on a problem so that the burden of the state
agency is going to be relieved by the redevelopment agency's
- 18 -

taking its act

tituting to the extent that that's

l

feasi

department of health

s

services or
Excuse me, if I may just follow
up on that.

Again,

concern with this idea is being a

redevelopment agency,

are already getting some breaks as far

as development is cancer
and you happen to

if you are getting those breaks

t a piece of property that has a problem, and

you feel that you can go through and do the clean-up, there's
nothing to stop you.
What

're

r i

to do is get yourself in a position

that nobody else is in.
I'm concerned.

t's giving you two breaks as far as

r

t

agency

ready has a break

taxwise, the abili

rough a whole process of development

in a different

natural development does, and now you

want a break from 1

t no one else has, and if you're

going to buy that
as

're going to be part of the chain,

r

r as I see.
've

on this in this committee.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
Assemblyman S

I'm going to interrupt to introduce
Assemblyman Frizzelle, who have

joined us.
Any fur

r

t

of the witness?

Would you like to make another comment?
- 19 -

MS. FRIEDLANDER:

I guess there's no need to run through

what the bill does right now.
I would like to just mention the development agencies
that have advised me of their concerns and their interest in the
bill.

We've had expressions of interest and support for the bill

from Santa Fe Springs and from Long Beach.

I talked to John

Lasordi in San Jose, and we have representatives here from Signal
Hill.

We talked to Ann O'Donnell in Whittier, and she has a

concern, and we talked to a representative of Monterey Park.

So

those redevelopment agencies have communicated to me their
concern, but they've -- the situation that they're in is if they
have to deal with the issue of liability, then the possibility is
that they're going to deal with those portions of the blighted
areas that are not contaminated, and those contaminated sites may
remain contaminated for a long period of time, which really isn't
in anybody's interest.

So I'd like to see us try to bring

redevelopment agencies as an additional force to bear on clean-up
by providing them with incentives that will protect them from
their concern and cause them to instead avoid acquiring property
that's contaminated.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Frizzelle.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I'd like to ask, if private

concerns were to undertake the purchase of property, development
of property, and so forth, would the same inducements, freedom
- 20 -

from liabili

heed

I

t

ocess such that redevelopment would
ternative?

to
f

's

r

tting into this

kind of an action in

first place would be because of the fact

they got a special

as

there a 1
be relieved

lity is concerned.

as 1

Is

means of which anybody can truly

ce actual

1

could answer

r

's

li

Maybe the consultant

t.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
hazardous waste

Strict liability exists where

is concerned.
FRIZZELLE:

AS

Wherever liability exists,

I

don't think you can ever be relieved of it, can you, by any
legislative device?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
relieve certain g

Well, there have been attempts to

from 1

ility.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

But in court that is never

really recognized it as valid, is it?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
FRI
established as a

I

ELLE

rt

don't know.
I

thi

once liability is

reel of any kind of responsibility,

you're
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
do something about

There is hope that eventually we can
lls that will be sited to accept

treated waste.
-
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ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Or burning furnaces or things of

this nature?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yeah.

Incinerators where final

liability will end, strict liability will end for the generator,
and liability will exist still for the facility, but this is
another --but that's different.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

We need a constitutional

amendment to do that.
My point is, this could potentially be unconstitutional,
no matter what you did, just for the fact of that liability
question.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

No.

I don't believe that that's --

Well, I just wanted to make a comment

that there is an existing provision relieving cities and counties
from liability under certain circumstances.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

What are those circumstances?

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

The natural circumstances.

That

was our Bergeson bill the last time ago, wasn't it?
MS. FRIEDLANDER:

I'm sorry?

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Wasn't that the Bergeson, a

couple of terms ago, that relieved cities of liability where
natural circumstance which could have, or should have, been
avoided by anybody or were obvious to anybody existed, that cities
should not have to bear the liability?
- 22 -

MS. FRIEDLANDER:
bill,

t

I

t

I guess I'm not familiar with that

re is a provision in the Health and
eves cities and count

i

liability under

certain circumstances, and I think that -- Well, we had asked for
-- The model that we used in drafting the section on relief from
liability was not the model that appears in the Health and Safety
Code for cities a

counties.

The model that we used was one

which was in the government code and which was created in the
first instance to deal with the problem of communities in which
there was a gradual movement of land which could result in severe
damage and potential hazard, and in case the way public authority
that proceeds to undertake to stabilize land which is moving and
shouldn't be moving is relieved from liability in the course of
undertaking that work.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Would a private enterprise be

similarly relieved of liability in the course of undertaking the
work to do the same thing?
MS. FRIEDLANDER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

•

No.
1 right.

We'll move ahead then.

Thank you very much for your testimony, and if we need
to hear from

in --

MS. FRIEDLANDER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'll be here.
Our next witnesses will be Ceil

Cirillo, who is the Director of Signal Hill Redevelopment Agency,
- 23 -

and David Aleshire, who is the legal counsel.
Welcome.

Good morning.

MR. DAVID ALESHIRE:
just in the beginning,
and Tucker.

Well, if I could make a comment

I'm David Aleshire with the firm of Tan

We represent a number of cities and redevelopment

agencies, the City Attorney and Redevelopment Agency Council.
We also have had a lot of experience with this issue
because we represent the City of Fullerton concerning the McColl
dump site litigation, and I might -The question that was asked concerning whether
legislatively you can immunize cities or redevelopment agencies, I
don't think there's any question about that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ALESHIRE:

We have done that in several cases.

Right.

There are extensive statutory

immunities that cities have now with regards to issuing permits
and so forth.

So I don't think there is any question that you

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Related to the difference

between cities and private entities, if private entities did that
same thing, could you give them the same relief from liability,
and if you can do that, why don't we do that instead of provide
only the device of redevelopment?
MR. ALESHIRE:

As to what type of immunities you could

provide for private parties, you know, that's not an issue that
I'm prepared to answer, but with regards to the immunity that
-
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please?

Just pull it forward.
MS. CIRILLO:

-- to develop an auto center.

At that time, staff estimated that these dealerships
would add over $2 million annually in sales tax, or approximately
one third of the city's annual budget.
We identified a 25-acre site and proceeded to
investigate the soil's condition because we knew the historical
uses had included auto repair and storage of oil equipment pipes,
junkyards, and there was a -- and still continues to be an acid
batch plant on site.
The property had been in agricultural use as far back as
1910, but by 1928 a refinery was located there shortly after the
oil was discovered.
We hired the consulting firm of Danes and Moore, who
provided an investigation of the 20 or so properties back in May
and June of '86.

Their investigation showed that the site had

some 14 underground fuel tanks.

There were a number of sumps.

There were above-ground storage tanks that had contained oils and
other chemicals and had leaked into the ground.

There were many

abandoned oil pipelines through a lot of the property in the city
which still contained oil, and the site was full of debris.

There

were also 8 abandoned oil wells on that site.
We proceeded, following that investigation, to the next
level of investigation with Woodward Kleid Consultants, whom we've
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clean-up that would be required.

We mailed it, actually, to the Toxic
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Substances Division in Los Angeles in October of '87, and although
I had met with them at one time before, we did not really get a
response from them, but I made an appointment, and we met with one
of the staff people in November of '87 to review with him what the
department's involvement might be.
He was not very encouraging about any review from the
department and advised us that the process for getting a project
reviewed by DOHS was to have it included as part of the
expenditure plan that gave it a priority, and he could not commit
to us a process which might be utilized for their review and
oversight, although he suggested at that time, and this was in
'87, I'm not sure what the department's doing at this time, but at
that time he suggested that there was a potential for the City of
Signal Hill to provide funding for a person to be hired by DOHS
for the project.
Although this was a possibility, it required the State
Department of Finance approval, and he told me that that would
take four to six months.
In February of '88, I did receive an informal review, a
comment from the DOHS staff, who indicated that the site did not
appear to be toxic and therefore the state would not need to be
involved.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Who was that that gave you that

information?
-
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r.

We met with them

in November.

We submitted it in October, and there was really

never any formal review of the request -- I think that we were
accommodated by making it informal because I wanted to try to get
some direction.

We were frustrated at that point as to whether

there was regulatory agency involvement required, and we were told
at that time that to get a formal involvement, it would take
years.

I mean -- and the question was, would we ever get on an

expenditure plan.
Frankly, recently we met with the county Department of
Health Services to request their involvement because we have a
condition that I'll explain to you in a little bit more detail,
and I met with them with our consultant about two weeks ago, and
they did refer us back to the State Department of Health Services,
and I'm going to have a meeting with someone from the Toxic
Substances Division very soon to see what their involvement would
be.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
expedite the clean-up?

But your whole problem was to

You had intended to clean it up or

mitigate the problem, but you wanted to move ahead?
MS. CIRILLO:

That's correct.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Were you also concerned with asking

for exemptions from liability?
MS. CIRILLO:

No.

We didn't even think in terms of that

at that time.
-
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bureaucracy just causes nothing but problems and delays.

That's

the kind of thing that I think that we, as legislators, have been
attempting to address and are really frustrated, as you are.
Mrs. Wright.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

I'm very curious.

What was the

reasoning for the city making a determination that, first of all,
they wanted basically to put in this automobile dealership area,
and why was the city involved in the land in the first place?

Why

wasn't it just a case of zoning that area for a dealership
facility or commercial and then having individual agencies wanting
to build there?

I don't' understand that.

Why wouldn't the

private agencies that could be buying this piece of property, say
a Ford dealership, or whatever, buying it and then developing it
themselves.
MR. ALESHIRE:

I might just indicate that the economics

of the project are such that the redevelopment agency is conveying
the property to the auto dealers for less than half what the
actual market value is of the property, and the auto dealers would
not do this project if it were not for that significant land
write-down?
In addition, as Ceil indicated in her remarks, when we
initially were dealing with the auto dealer group, there was a
joint venture group that was interested in doing the project, and
we talked about price, and we had most of these things worked out,
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, and we were

~illing

to invest money in this clean-up through the redevelopment

process because we thought we're going to get sales tax revenue
by doing this, but as we have proceeded with the process, the
soils problem is much greater than we anticipated, and based upon
what we know today, we would not initiate that project.
You know, council members are elected
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ALESHIRE:

Tell me about it.

And these people run for office, and

they're sitting there, and I'm supposed to be negotiating a deal
with an auto dealer, and I come back and I say, "Well, Okay.
We've put --"
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm going to interrupt you, and I'm

going to point out that this hearing is not a hearing on
redevelopment agencies and whether there is redevelopment agency
program being abused or not abused.

MS. CIRILLO:

We are not going to discuss

That's not what my discussion was.

I

was wondering why private -CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I would like to point out to members

of the committee and to the witnesses that the question here is
the clean-up of contaminated sites by redevelopment agencies,
whether or not the bureaucracy is moving quickly enough to allow
them to proceed with clean-up.

Also the question of liability,

that's what we're talking about, and so I'd like for the witnesses
-
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rstand that -- I'm

A

~ery

concerned about the liability provisions, but you have to

understand that when a site is contaminated, if there is no one
who is willing to clean that site, say the redevelopment agency,
and that site is left abandoned, then it has to be cleaned up, and
finally it will be the state and the superfund because it must be
cleaned up for the sake of the public's health and safety.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
laws, correct?
thing.

That would be through current

I mean, they're not requesting some special new

They would have that situation.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That would have to be cleaned up,

and that would be cleaned up by the taxpayers, and so what we're
having to consider here is if redevelopment agencies clean up the
site are they exempted from liability.

I think that that's the

key to this whole -ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
contamination?

Exempted from liability for future

Is that what you're referring to?

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yeah, because strict liability means

that if a site -- an owner of a site cleans up and then takes it
to a landfill or a treatment facility, it's forever -- there is a
liability that lasts forever, and this is what the redevelopment
agencies would like to be exempted from.
MR. ALESHIRE:

If I could add, I think the issue's

really a much larger statewide issue.

From my experience dealing

with this project and realizing that five years ago this is a
-
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the presence or absence of contaminants or the extent of them.
There's been a slow movement in the process by the
Department of Health Services, as you addressed, in framing the
way the issue is put together.

There have been three major

partnerships move into that area to try to clean this particular
piece of property that was an old dump site during World War II
that the federal government authorized.

Actually, it was done

under their jurisdiction and without regard to the local
government, to the pollution it was causing, to the fall-out.

It

was not an issue.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

They'd still do it.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Yeah.

They still do it.

The important thing is that redevelopment in this
circumstance, the freedom from liability, is a bigger issue than
the cost of cleaning the property, as was the case in the McColl
dump site in Fullerton.

Some oil companies agreed to clean that

up if they could be freed from liability, but there was not a
device for doing that, so they dropped the whole thing, and they
would rather take the suits than they would try to clean it.

In

Ascon, it was the same kind of thing.
Now, if Huntington Beach could move in there with a
redevelopment process and, because of the freedom from liability,
participate in the cleaning of that property, then corporate
entities could be put together who were willing to partially
-
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problems in prior years, were because of compliance with laws at
that time, and so I really think there's a justice there, and I
think that we ought to be promoting that fact.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Madam Chair, on that point, my

question is, and it's going to be two-fold

The first part of it

is the fact that, as I understand, in your particular situation
you talk about this elderly woman who owns this property, but her
property was abused.

Why are you not going after the people who

abused the property in this whole process?
MR. ALESHIRE:

That's an excellent question, and in

fact, we have analyzed -- We've done a whole history of all the
different people who have owned out there, and unfortunately -You know, in the twenties this was a boom town.

People

formed a lot of businesses, business entities that didn't stand
the test of time.

Out of the numerous people who have had

ownership, or at least hold interest out there, there's only one
that is an economically viable entity today that we've been able
to determine, and even that one, the period of time that they -When they bought, the business was no longer in business.

They

just bought all the assets, and this happened to be one of the
assets, and they spun it off, and they don't have any interest
now.
So there's a -- The people that created the problem do
not have funds today, and -- There's really nobody that we can
-
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It

turned over to the one who has developed it.

So you don't always

own that property.
MS. CIRILLO:

Right.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT: And because you tell the fellow,
up front, that he's no longer liable because you've got this great
exemption, I don't think that carries through.

I think if you're

going to exempt anyone on liability on this particular issue, it's
got to be everyone involved and not just a redevelopment agency,
or you've lost the whole idea.
MR. ALESHIRE:

Well, if I -- The point that was made was

an excellent one, that the redevelopment agency, through
negotiating and agreement, can bring the private sector into it.
The question you were asking before was, can you provide
the indemnity to private parties?

By providing indemnity to the

redevelopment agency and the agency's being able to enter into an
agreement and, pursuant to the agreement, provide for the
remediation of the conditions on the site, then if you have
provided that the person that enters into this deal with the
agency has got an indemnity, he has got protection.
Now -CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
the lender from liability.

The bill is very broad.

It relieves

It relieves the businesses that enter

into the redevelopment from liability.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

So it's very broad.

Has it been challenged in court?
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'd said.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yeah.
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All right.

tion on

t

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Yeah.

The issue of liability,

obviously, is going to receive more scrutiny than what we're
giving today in the appropriate committee.
I'd like to get back and ask one question to the
witnesses, if you could just summarize for me the length, the
process that you went through, the time that it actually took, and
what your recommendations may be as it relates to possibly
expediting or things that we can do to expedite that particular
process.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. CIRILLO:

Ms. Cirillo.

Well, the process was about seven months,

and it was inconclusive, actually, because the department has
never really gotten involved with our project.
We decided to do a, quote, self certification, so we
proceeded with a clean-up process to a point.

We still have a

two-acre site that we're going to definitely need regulatory
agency involvement in, and that's the one that I referred to
earlier that the county really said that we should be dealing with
the State Department of Health Services.
So far as what the process should be, I think that if we
could have some authority to do our own clean-up that would stand
the scrutiny of a lender or a buyer, that that probably -CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Or the Department of Health

Services.
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the same thing, "We're cleaning up this mess," and you could
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f

"Well, we're going to make a pr~fit.
to another private entity, and

're not

and buy that piece of proper
would be at half.

We're going to turn around
ing to have to go in

at full price."

As you say, it

They're going to end up having no liability on

that same piece of property because it's going to be cleaned up
before they bought it,

they're going to get tremendous

advantage over, perhaps, another auto dealer who may want the
place themself somewhere else.
The fairness of competition, the fairness of, you know,
forget everybody just stayed public versus private, but the
fairness issue, to me, bothers me, like a lot.

How do you do this

thing that you're trying to do and still have fairness out there
in competition and in free ente

ise,

arguments could be argued for both.
"Give it to one and not to another"?

e a lot of these same

How do you do that and say,
There's where I'm having the

problem.
MR. ALESHIRE:

Well, I think it's a good question.

really does go to the essence of the who
because, of course, if you

It

redevelopment process

a site that didn't have a toxic

problem, a redevelopment agency goes through a process of trying
to identify a developer that's going to do the best deal, and of
course, the agency doesn't want to go in and sell at half price.
I'd like to make money on these things.

So far I don't do very

many of those deals because we have problems, which is why the
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Again, I understand how you're saying the redevelopment,
se of whatever, and that could be debated forever, whether
that's good or bad.
isn't
r

I'm just saying that in this situation it
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lopment

i

because they have li
, is removed

,

e

ility.

What you've just done, though, by

liabili

wouldn't do it either or

, responsibility, for a public

agency, but you won't do that for a private agency, who would also
come in and clean it up.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It isn't a case of their doing it.
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It's a case of us doing it.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

Well, I'm just saying that's the

essence of the bill.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yeah.

This bill addresses only

redevelopment agencies, and so if this bill were to move and were
to pass then there would have to

another bill that addressed

private action, so
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
along.

(Inaudible).

I think that we're going to move

I think that we have had a great deal of discussion on

this one
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

Has anybody answered the fairness

issue on that?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That's the policy -- That's a policy

question, and that's a question that we are going to have to
answer.

I don't know how -- Obviously a redevelopment agency

would say, yes, it's fair.

That is a policy question, and it's a

question that we, as policy makers, are going to have to answer.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Ms. Tanner, in your bill

originally that established the concept of liability and who's
liable and so forth, the idea, as I understood it at the time, was
that the liability fines, or the penalties, that were incurred in
that circumstance would flow to the state such that the state
could do clean-up with that money.
-
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In essence it was a funding

mechanism for clean-up.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Or to repay the state for the

clean-up.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

So, in essence, what you're

doing here is substituting redevelopment in combination with
whoever in the private sector cooperates with the redevelopment
clean-up.

The project still gets cleaned up, or the area still

gets cleaned up, as in your circumstance, the state would do
clean-up with the moneys derived from fines.

Here the

redevelopment and private sector would do the clean-up as well,
but because the clean-up would be done there would not be the same
mandate for fines because -- for the purpose of clean-up.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
All right.

For further liability.

We're going to move ahead.

MR. ALESHIRE:

Just one last point.

There's perhaps no

total answers to the fairness issue, but I think that
redevelopment agencies are in a unique position to justify giving
them this authority, and I think it comes from the fact that,

•

number one, it is a public agency, and there's public oversight,
public review.

You're talking about elected officials.

greater responsibilities for public agencies.

There are

I think that is an

important check.
I think, secondly, you're dealing with agencies whose
essence is to acquire property and then sell it to -- in the
- 49 -

private sector, so you're talking about agencies that are involved
in a negotiation process and can deal with the private sector.
And finally, agencies that are involved with the
condemnation process have the ability, through condemnation, and
we've had some success through condemnation, in the condemnation
action, getting the toxic issue to be part of determinations of
what fair market value of the property is.

This is something that

private entities do not have, and the condemnation ability is
something that can, in our experience, has been quite successful
thus far in trying to deal with this toxics issue.

It's something

that redevelopment agencies can do and others can't.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. CIRILLO:

Thank you.

Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Our next witness is Ken Emanuels,

who is the legislative advocate for the Community Redevelopment
Agencies Association.
Welcome.

Haven't seen you for a while.

MR. KEN EMANUELS:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

You're running out of time, and I will be extremely
brief.
Ken Emanuels, representing the Community Redevelopment
Agencies Association.

What I simply want to add is that I think

that this issue, which you have debated, I think, very well this
morning, will apply to probably most redevelopment agencies in the
- 50 -

state.
the bill was

last

r, that was not our

t six months, or twelve months, it's

, but in the

impress

nt

come to the association's attention that virtually every agency in
the state does land assemb

r

lopment purposes.

r

That

wasn't true 20 years ago.
That means at one point most agencies are land-owners.
We're finding that in downtown sites that were formerly
industrial, commercial sites, that's where redevelopment most
cal

, small cities or big cities.

s

These sites,

we're learning now, are contaminated.
So we're in strong support
tell you, we think it wou
be us

be, if

rna

in

bill becomes workable, it

ies, and not just Oakland or San

Francisco or Sacramento or Los
in rural cities

or San Diego, that it would

l

re

ricultural contamination,

s

well as metropolitan cities,

fice

is bill, but we want to

r

and small.

CHAIRWO~.AN

TANNER

Our next

tness is Randy Kanouse, who is from the

is

Resources Cont

tive a

1 right.

ic Af

Thank you very much.

irs for the State Water

Board.

Mr. Kanouse.
MR. RANDY KANOUSE:
ttee

rs, As

Good morning, Madam Chairman,
n Polanco.
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I'm here on behalf of the

State Water Board this morning.
Don Monn, our chairman, sends his apologies to you that
he cannot be here this morning.

He had a prior commitment.

I'd like to take just one brief minute before getting
into the bill and update the committee as to what is going on in
the San Francisco Bay Area with our regional board.
The State Office in Oakland is closed today because of
the earthquake, and there has been structural damage to that
building.

However, our regional executive officer has sent out

inspectors from our compliance unit to the major facilities in the
Oakland and San Francisco area to determine just what state
they're in.

Both the East Bay MUD, waste water treatment

facility, and the San Francisco treatment facility were shut down
for about five hours last night because of the loss of power.
Those facilities are currently running again.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. KANOUSE:

No.

Was there any serious damage?
There was -- They had adequate

capacity to hold most of the sewage that was being generated
ring that period.
There is a Unical above-ground tank that experienced a
failure during the earthquake, and our regional board staff is
there now overseeing measures that are being taken to contain that
spill, and we are also attempting to get in touch with any other
facility that has above-ground storage tanks or pipelines to
- 52 -

min

insure

1

to the environment takes place.
TANNER:

CHAIRWO~~N

MR. KANOUSE:
ef

most supportive
at these redevel

Thank you fo

On the bill:
rts to

t sites.

State Water Board is

ieve a speedy and proper clean-up
Our concerns with the bill are not

concerns to

We don't want

that information.

viewed as not believing that

these sites need to be cleaned up quickly.

However, we think that

existing law has provided adequate authority and mechanisms to
ieve cl
Listeni

witnesses that have spoken this

to

morning, it seems as

the criticisms of existing law fall

into several areas,
authority

first being

ies to be involved in oversight

r

We do not
Porter

ieve

Water

ess

t there is not adequate

ovi

ies, in

our r

Act, Section 13-304,

ional

nvolve local agencies, including
t process, and in fact, in the San
signed an interagency agreement

City Center
one line from

case. We think that the

ity Con
r us to

nt

t

t Agency that --and I'll just
ag eement.

"The agency," and this is the redevelopment agency,
rtake a clean-up operation with the goal of eliminating
hydrocar

plume above and within the groundwater.
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The

rd informed of its clean-up act vi ties and

agency will keep the
will i

d if

clean-up

ram and will

transition of

in any

rate
ram to the respons

cl

goes on from

e or terminate

agency intends to

rty.

e

II

It

re.
TANNER:

MR. KANOUSE:

?

That's being

Current

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Question on that

int,

r.
t learn

d

em?

I'm not sure

MR.

POLANCO:
learn

r

When d

irst

oblem?
KANOUSE

li.R

Several years

ASSEMBLYMAN
MR

When did

KANOUSE:

And what has been

t

r

Well, my understa

s

ss

ssi

ing is

, has hir

i

t

ts and

plan, a strat

a

s a

t

, consul

e sites, you have mult

mul

to remedy

lem?
MR. KANOUSE:

mean

signed?

r of '87.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
p

g t

agreeme

wi

i

a r

s involved,

rce s, numer
-
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owne
ea

ou

rience

I

wi

situations, whether or not there is a

those ki

r

nt

, is that it is an ex remely complex process,

and I know this committee is

liar with that, having over the
trating that in determining

years heard testimony on bills
sources of pol

have contribut

t

the groundwater is not an easy task.

to a plume of toxics in
ing soil samples --

simply the process of getting permission from property owners in
the area where we have no permit, where they have no known
discharge.

1

re not a facility which discharges a waste.

We have inadequate authority to require them to drill
wells and to provi

us

ss of simply tr

th the data from those wells, so the
ing down who is responsible is a

t

ng one, and that's a phenomenon which the

r

t agency

discovered over the last year and a half

itself as well.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

So several years ago could mean

ree years.
MR. KANOUSE:
was br

t we originally discovered -- That it

to our attention?
I'm not sure

t I think
No.

point is -I want to stay with this,

because that is the point.
The point is that you move too slow, for whatever the
reasons,

resources, whatever the reasons.
-
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It's moving too

slow, and in San Diego you allowed the problem, because of the
i

ili

to remedy it, to reach the water table
the problem, and

rs, is come up wi
problem

we're attempti

further
to

here,

a remedy that can assist in resolving the

thout saying we're going to do away with the final

authority of the depar
One of
ism wher

provisions is to allow
you can bri

r an

in the consultants.

nt agency enters into those agreements.

r

cifications, i
t outs

the

project, X number

it

It's submitt
reaucr

that

s

The
The

an, the

r fina
en,

r

roval,

is

rticular

years.
ALLEN:

ASSEMBLYWO~~N

May I

re

to tha ,

ir?
TANNER:

I

Mr. Kanouse

want to

Well, I guess the poin

is that if

t

can comment,

r

ALLEN:
t

e

think t

rid

-- If they di
trace down all

r

owners,

go th

action too.

I

't have to deal with li

these sources and all these multiple

all

mean

ili

se paces, they could
we're saying is we're goi

e quicker

t rid

to

of all
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
State

Cali

Are you liable?

r ia?
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Are

li

e

MR. KANOUSE:
ente tains a very l

The state assumes clean-up itself.
ili

t

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
rna

i

d

te clean-up, and how

?

t

MR.

t site?

At

SEMBLYMAN

Or

MR. KANOUSE:
ems

t

current

Given the

re are in

r of leaks and toxic

State of

lifornia, we're

over 10,000 leaki

overseei
t

site, where the state --

a point

because I'm gong to r

State

Cal

underground tanks alone,

nia --

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
f

It

Ove se i

and cleaning up are two

rent i sues.
MR

KANOUSE

s we a e

•

On

r of that, what I'm getting to

We

t clean-up ourselves.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO

have no liability.
ible).
so will

t

to.
t's the

We're not
tion

li

You
tion's

ing

r aspect.

The liability

lt
a

r

But again,

ility.
st

i

of that.

others if

t

t this measure -- what is different is,

current

ocess it's so slow.
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It moves too

slow,

you have an

rtunity with this bill to al

to carry out,

lly

te sector as well, to carry

out, in accordance with whatever the rules
They don't

te from t

you that the Judie

t.

ry

regulations may be.

t, if they

In

te, I assure
're going

ttee is going to
int if there is gross

at

1

agencies

e, and

1

be.
So my point is this, is that we have an
r whatever reasons,
from this

opriate

want to -- convince me, r

I

rtrnent

t using this particu

r

resentative

ic

is not

to do when I believe it is clea

i

assist in expediting your
t

rtunity, and

clean up of con

to

ss,

rticular

es

t

ing

nated sites.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I

would like

r Mr.

e to

r

ALLEN:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. KANOUSE:
rity,

llle

The
clean-up
in, I wou
tox

tes

d st icts,

lieve

I'm going to he
Okay.

Okay.

h

Mr. Kanouse.

That first issue, one

lack of

t that is not an issue in the bill.
one is the quickness, the

t

nature of

frustration that they have
that

re are literal

state.

Each of

such toxic problems.
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-

n
Our r
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r own

r

res

attempt

e on a

t

iorit

sites in which there is a direct
r benefic
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on a drinking water source

the wate

use

es h

l board

lopment Area in San

City

wi

that groundwater is not a drinki
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is not
to you

t

we

Howeve
written t

s

e of

water source, is not
of drinki

as a sour

st

h

t

that we have l

into this

reeme t

to use

water, so it

don't want

I

o suggest

f and it's precisely
taffi

that we entered
redevelopment

r

hem as an

state,
nt

nc es as an

r

iority, and

s at tent

tt

Certain
I

st

staffing at our

te to a site

t can contri
reg

ec

f

certainly those

t

using

state, we think, is

ise.
Howeve , we want
, to oversee

ist
water
l

t

a

he

t

the desire to
goal but not

inte est

state

ility issue is very

tive, the liabili

state

costs, but

t insures
-

in, and thus, we think

rtant, because from our

issue, as Ms

earlier, not only insures t
up the

not s

ty
t

, as it is under
are operating

t

t

on

r

li

ri
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e
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Allen pointed out
rfund program doesn't
t

rty engaging

in clean-up has an incentive to do it properly, and without that
liability issue hanging over that party's head, our experience is
if I have no liability, you know, for the actions I take, I may
not be as careful in undertaking clean-up as I will be if I know
that I'm responsible.
And clean-up, again, an issue which has been before this
committee in the context of bills, is very complex, insuring that
in the process of putting wellhead treatment programs in that
you're not spreading the plume, moving it in the wrong direction
and moving it towards an

ifer that serves as a water supply.

What we've seen in San Gabriel has shown us that you have to
proceed very carefully because sometimes pumping of groundwater
can actual

spread a plume and move it in the wrong direction, so

that's a major reason why we
which shou

remain as it is u

ink that the liabili

ssue is one

r existing law.

Again -ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
MR. KANOUSE:

(Inaudible) for everyone.

The gentleman who just spoke, his last

comment, I think is a very important one.
tion process, in the

He said that in the

nent domain proceedings, they have

been able to factor in the fair market value to be paid to these
proper

owners, the cost that they're incurring in the clean-up

ocess, and we think that area of the law, if it's unclear,
should be explor

You've

t this property with value, with a
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of value.

great

the Sa

now

Di

rt

pr

eted,

is

se certainly going into cleanup,

seems to be a very sensible way.
It s a

like it to be done, quickly.

t

ick

,

way

current
cos

cl

at that

nt.

owne

r

s ex ract

The noti

t

ec

f

re we have

ites a

ting to a

our r

ional

We

rds or health services are in
from responsible parties any

s t
sti

from the value of the property

ocess, we don't see that.
onal

r

on to co

accountable and that

a e

s that this bill would bring

rove

1 eve

Let's

t we see that that can happen

t

t wou

contri

cleaned up one way or

or if it s done the way the

r

't

It'll

n-up costs will be,

tion of whether it goes on to the super fund

is

is

that whatever fair market

be certain what your c

you can't a

site a

valuable property.

retain a certain portion of those funds

clea

the o her,

We

r y owners, that you can deduct

value is paid to the current

until c

is a ver

Insuri

It's in downtown San

the cost

redeveloped.

Otherwise it wou

with under existing law, and

we
ivate
we
, they

r ies lit

te that for years.

lieve that there are multiple parties
not come forward and just pay up.

comes forward and says, "Okay.
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You're

responsible for 30%, you're responsible for 50%," that gets
litigated, and that takes years to solve.
their problem.

That will not solve

Five years down the line you'll still be in court

and the property will sit there, but some mechanism that would
allow them to proceed quickly with a clean-up plan under the
supervision of the regulatory agencies to ensure that clean-up is
done properly and with that continued liability by holding in
escrow, if you will, the fair market value to be paid to the
property owners seems a more appropriate approach.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We have -- Mrs. Wright, and then Mr.

Frizzelle, who would like to ask a question.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

I was going to say, I wanted to

compliment Mr. Polanco for really fighting for his bill.

That's

good, but -- but -I think we have to look at this, the old problem of
haste makes waste, because what you're asking for under this bill,
maybe it's the criteria by which the department -- You want to
their criteria, but they're based, again, on prioritizing,
what the priority of the redevelopment agency and what the
iority of the safety of the State of California should be,
they're not concurrent.

They're not running together.

Their priority is to get it developed, get their money,
and go on to another project.
boa

What Health Services and the water

is concerned with in dealing with safety is to ensure that
-
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when the clean-up is done it is done and it is done properly, and
for that reason they go through an awful lot of investigation,
strictly because of the liability.

You want to ensure that what

you're doing is proper.
And what's happening with Stringfellow?
many years have they been cleaning up Stringfellow?

I mean, how
But when it's

finished, it should be done properly, and no one's going to have
to worry.

The liability's there, yes, but they're not going to

have to worry about it.

But if you just go in and just dig up the

dirt and haul it someplace else just to get it cleaned up in order
to redevelop, you're really looking at a problem.
I think everything is in place.

Let them go ahead.

Let

they do what they want to do, but the liability's important.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I take exactly the opposite

ew.
The problem lies in the fact that, in the real world,
you can't change the laws of economics, and what is actually
ning is that because you can't expedite this clean-up through
r

lopment if you maintain even liability for them, neither
11 redevelopment agencies or combinations of redevelopment
ies with private sector, potential users of the property, nor

will current landowners, nor will anybody else touch any of it.
The land

11 sit fallow, and it will end up with superfund money

having to clean it all up, and economically, private sector will
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simply wash its hands of any use, or any projected use, for the
property whatsoever.
You are not going to induce anybody to step into any
kind of a situation where they are buying into a liability that's
greater than there can be a profit or a coverage of what they're
going to have to expend, and people who own property are
tentimes, today, current law, are oftentimes people who did not
cause the problems in the first place but are simply people who
t the property in good faith, not knowing that there was
contamination there.

They're not going to try to develop in any

way or sell in any way any property if they're going to end up
having to clean it up themselves.
You are fostering the concept that your agency is going
to have to do it all.
to do it all.

You are guaranteeing you are going to have

As long as you maintain this concept of liability,

you maintain the concept of lethargy about cleaning anything up.
The liability itself is the cost factor that's too big for any
ivate sector to undertake, so I think -- economically you're way
off

base~

including Cathie.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

r

I beg your pardon.

All right.

Thank you very much.

Share with me what the

irements are, what your criteria is under current law in terms
a clean-up plan.
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have to comply with

If I want to clean somethi
A, B, C, and D.
MR. KANOUSE:

You must, first,

characterization, a plan whi
taxies have spread

r

the degree to which the

shows
ground

together a

once that plan has been

a

and in hydrology for

reviewed by the state's expert in

that area, you are then authorized to put together a plan for
cleaning up that toxics, whether it be in the ground or in the
soils or in the water,

t

nonce that plan has been approved,

you proceed to carry out that plan, and then finally, after you
have completed your clean-up
regional board, the r
heal

on

site.

n

ich had been approved by the

ional board gives a final clean bill of
That's t

s.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Now, point to the bill, where I

change that.
MR. KANOUSE;

Your bi

cessarily, would give the

lopment agency some authori

r

to direct the board to come up

with a time schedule.

Your bill, also, on the liability issue

creates a situation

re we

ens uri

will

that clean-

lieve a

tantial incentive for

rly take place is gone, is

na
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
In fact,
overseeing the project.

it to me.

mention

I

don't see the

the removal of oversight,

I want you to show me, or the consultants
-
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to show me, where that says that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

What I'd like for you to do, since

this is an interim hearing and we're not clearly going to take
action on the bill, is to work with the department and with the
board and develop legislation that is consistent with what the law
is and will do what you're hoping it can do.
That's the purpose of this hearing, and if there is
language that the board is concerned about, there is surely a way
to work that language out, and that's the purpose of this hearing.
So rather than -- this is not a hostile arena.

This is an arena

where, hopefully, we can put together a good perfect bill.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Listen somebody has to bedevil's

advocate around here, or you're going to have a lousy piece of
legislation.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you, Mr. Kanouse.

Our next, and final, witness is Stan Phillippe, who is
the chief of site mitigation for the Department of Health
Services.

I don't see Lauf McClenaghan.

I guess, because of the

earthquake
MR. STAN PHILLIPPE:

No.

He called in sick yesterday.

I have some written testimony, and what I'll do, after I
tell you who I am

Stan Phillippe, and I manage the

headquarters unit of the site mitigation program for the
Department of Health Services Toxic Substance Control Division.
-
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I like the touch that Randy put to his opening remarks,
telling you about what is going on with the earthquake and his
involvement, and I can sum that up real briefly, although Dave
Willis and the other regional chiefs are meeting now and directing
traffic back at the office.
So far, we have had some involvement.

•

We've had people

at the Office of Emergency Services -- I put my emergency response
crew on 24-hour rotation.

There will always be someone from our

office at OES until the crisis has passed.

We are coordinating in

our office equipment and personnel that are available at local
levels because we have dispersed equipment around the state
purchased by the Hazardous Substances Account.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Are there other HazMat teams out

there as well?
MR. PHILLIPPE:

Well, that's what we're doing right now,

talking to the counties where we know we have funded HazMat
equipment and coordinating the requests for equipment so that that
can be of service of the Office of Emergency Services.
Also, Dave Willis is working to get a roster of the
kinds of expertise that we can throw to the problem, whether
geotechnical, structural, or toxicological expertise, and they're
going to be doing inspections as the regional board of the
hazardous waste facilities in the area starting today.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you very much.
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Any questions,

members, on the earthquake?
MR. PHILLIPPE:

Okay.

In the package that you have,

unfortunately, in the haste of getting this together, they managed
to staple both the testimony for this bill and AB 298 that's
coming up this afternoon.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. PHILLIPPE:

All right.

That'll be fine.

You asked us in a letter recently to

respond to three questions regarding this particular bill.
The first question you asked is are we involved in
ific hazardous waste clean-up projects where land is in a
redevelopment age

, and if so, what un

problems have arisen.

We polled our regional offices late last week, and there
are eight super
ies.

sites

t we know of in redevelopment

Those are the Facet Energy Site in Long Beach, and

several in the Ci

Carson, CAl Compact, Gardeno Valley One and

Two, Gardeno Valley Number Six Landfill, Johns Manville and the
le Refinery site.

Those are all in the City of Carson.

In Sacramento are the Pacific Gas and Electric site and
rn Pacific Rail Road Yard, the PG & E site, I believe,
is

one down by the river, if I'm not mistaken.
In addition,
Ci

of

rson redeve

re are about 25 other landfill sites in
area that are being worked on

that redevelopment agency, and our technical services
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folks that work on property transactions are working with them,
but primari

, that's the City of Carson working on that.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

You are working with the

redevelopment agencies?
MR. PHILLIPPE:

Yes, and I'm sure there are probably

other sites that just aren't listed here.

For example, we have

contracts with the Water Resources Control Board, and that
contract spreads out to local agencies for underground tank
c

n-up, and that covers a lot of territory.

So I imagine that

some of those are in that category.
The second question you asked is do any California
r

nd sites involve land in a redevelopment agency, and again,

answer is yes, those sites identified earlier.
Question three: What is the department's view concerning
whether clean up i
handled any different

ing redeve

t area projects should be

than other clean-up efforts.

Our position here is that we like to see redevelopment
area clean-up projects handled no differently than other clean-up
ojec s in regard to both the liability issue and the priority
ssue.
iori

Primari

, our concern is the bill would seem to place

on redevelopment area projects to the exclusion of other

entially higher priority state superfund sites, and that's
something that, with the limited funds that we have and our
ability to manage, perhaps oversee, clean-up of about 200 sites it
-
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seems to be about the stable number with the staff we have.
Taking

i

out of order,

r

on a public health or

environmental risk basis, doesn't seem to be the way to go to us.
On the liability issue, the bill lays out a test of
liability that is a looser standard of liability exemption than we
normally give contractors that work for us in cleaning up sites,
and we would not like to see that looser standard.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Polanco.

ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:
standard is.

Would you elaborate on what the

I'm interested in knowing.
11, unfortunately, the testimony that

MR. PHILLIPPE:

I brought is aimed mostly at the question of the priorities.
ASSEMBLYMAN POLANCO:

Would you forward that to the

committee, then, in the future.
MR. PHILLIPPE:

I can do that, and tell you what

we have.
I might just say that I am aware -- and again, I'm not
pr
f

to give citations here, but there was recent change in
ral Superfund law r

rding liability, and it offered some

exemptions to governmental agencies who acquire property by
imminent domain or similar proceedings, and that is something that
might bear on this question.
TANNER:
MR. PHILLIPPE:

In

When did that happen?
past year.
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It's a subject that

se they run into

we've discussed with Cal-Trans, obviously,
that

oblem.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

f

And so there is -- There is a

ral law that exempts, or lessens, liability?
MR. PHILLIPPE:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. PHILLIPPE:

For local agencies, public agencies?

Yes.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Well, that doesn't necessarily

preempt state law, though, which is often more stringent than
ral law.

a copy

CHAIRWO~~N

TANNER:

What we'll do is we'll --We'll get

that

We'll analyze it, or have it analyzed, and

we'll make it available to all members of the committee.
MR. PHILLIPPE:

I can get you the information.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. PHILLIPPE:

eciate that.

I'll work with Dorothy on that.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. PHILLIPPE:

We'd

Okay.

All right.

Are there any other questions?

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Any questions, members?

Thank you very much.
We were very easy on the department for a change, huh?
MR. PHILLIPPE:

For a change.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right.

That does complete our

testimony, and I'm hoping that the department and the board will
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work with Mr. Polanco.

Our staff will certainly work with Mr.

Polanco to see if we can put together a b 11 that is workable and
where we can all be supportive.
Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

You d

tter have our staff

included too, or we probably won't
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

tive.

We a

Mr. Betts is a

involved, and we welcome his
WRIGHT:
somet

Even

he's involved,

t ve.

s we re not

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We welcome his

lp and always have.

Thank you.
We are going to have a heari

on Mr. Peace's bill this

afternoon.

t t

?
We'll -- I hope,

o'c

rs,

can

at 1:00

You shall return.
All r
meeti

t.

Thank

very much, ladies and gentlemen.

is over.

End of heari
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... hear ng of the Assembly Committee

I RY.lOMAN TANNER:

on Environmental Sa ety and Tox c Materials.
is afternoon's hearing, is AB 298 by

The subject
Peace, a

As

issues surr

and disposal

ing the proper

hazardous wastes generated by illegal

drug labs.
In working on this hearing

I've learned that California

is perhaps the major manufacturing center for illegal drugs in
this
en

nation.

I

ve also learned of the commendable role of many

rcement agencies in
ratu

are

nvo

te

e o
in

fore
cals

e labs, and

I

you who are here today, not very many, who
e ef

One aspect of
s

ing down t

rts.
is

is commit ee

issue, and the reason that it
, is that these labs are dangerous

-- use

in manufacturing drugs, and

tion processes
se toxic materials a
1, state, and

ral

rate

zardous waste.

The management

wastes have become a major concern of
enforcement and environmental

ies.
witnesses from these groups will describe their
t

ities relating to d
t the sources

activities and

funding
t areas

toxic clean-up.

We will learn

t have been used for these
as that addressed by AB 298, which

t require additional attention by this legislature.
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Unfortunately, this is a major environmental i
California at the moment.

We must fi

r

to ens re

damage done to our natural resources

e il

their wastes is minimized to the greatest extent
must give our law enforcement and other i

s

t

need to effectively deal
Thank you for bei

is

here

I'd li

in.

Assemblyman Steve Peace and ask him to

a stateme t

his bill and the hearing.
ASSEMBLYMAN

you,

PEACE:

I'd like to express
that

eciat

've shown, as well as your staf ,

n aff

opportunity to look at this problem in a little more
As you know, I
who is a land-owner in San

hoped to

here

ego

first br

problem to my attention, and he, in fact, was s
that.

Unfortunately, as a result

a mes

in

les apparently related to the earthquake
connections are dramatically behind,

as

was sti 1 waiting for his plane to arr

20

so he cou

so

I told him I'd pinch hit for h
Robin is short and so is Dav

,

so I br

to sit in for him, and he can represent
Let me start by re

ti
-

to
74 -

t

se

nk it

I

is

et

on

llustrative of

in

t

a circumstance

understand is not
t the state.

rty was owned.

t proper

some

He
The

in fact there's some

30

materials related to the

were

drums of materials
deve

thr

n whi

on

owner discover

t

nes, 20, 25 cans of Freon gas, and 30

me

canisters of other related material.
t material was reported to the county as required by
law.

county d

t, come out, and because, a

, in

the circumstance was ac ually, it was original
some

1 law

did

, come

n

n

t in

wou

rs

wee
the

financia

r

l

Officials

the morning.

ing

re

It

They did,

nd owner was notified that

re was

t,

discovered by

, wee hours of the morning.

n

it

if, in

recall,

cement agency who, in turn, reported it.
of

'#as

I

as this, that he

its clean-up.

the landovmer himself went out, had

to

to see if, in fact,

re were any

ing, that hadn't been
t,

i

au

re were, reported it to the

n, was

rities,

sically told, "Okay.

Clean

t

re is a
cleani

a

ensuri

re
t

ifically wi

respect to

t it is done properly, but then they
- 75 -

would hold that landowner financial

re

and of course, there are

c

wi

r

l.

tantial

r

t

nse

that.
The additional information

was

me

was the frustration that this landowner -- and we fi
of a circumstance all the time.

We

We

class of citizens who have the inclinat

to

another class of citizens who have the

nclinat

There apparently was a great
ral area,

l

t pr

this

nant

t

landowners in that area other than

r

rt these materials but to s

i

was
. Cas

not to

rn

gr

ry it because they were, in fact, aware

the

financial obligation and apparent

so

attor

recognit

existence
it ion

that making any kind of a

ir

the material potential
liability and even

s

on

in a
e difficul

in

ng

the r
So you had a situation in which privately some
developers were being given the private
thing to do was to dig a deep hole,

ry

ice

t

est

t

know, you're not going to dig it
your proper

, sell

t,

it, obviously

run,
l.

- 76 -

t

it

r

was discover

knew

fact that

essence, maki

re

tions

if you're abou

and you get

before t

council

in and develop land

to

articles here that says all these nasty

r

there,

is material existed there,

rst, just from a pure public

s.

r

things fou

re, whether anybody

it was

tever, and at the risk of coming forward, in

t it or

a

sible to

t would

t

source was or

who

ti

later

rhaps that creates problems for you going
or whatever local government entity

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It's really foolish for a lawyer to

advise his clien •
PEACE
t -- Well,

t

No kiddi

re

k

e are b g

ir conce

na

a

n

~

l.

t

the

,

t

r

cou

firms, that kind

and it's interesting that

al 1 ability a

come as a result

ure for their
tential, even
failing to report

back and you look at the penalties for
'11 find

ract ons.
're

en

e-name

cumstance seems to outweigh the

r
i

t

a

t

i

t

how -- These

using, you know, podunk lawyers.

se are,

cr

, though,

gives us an i

are not

ient

and it's interesting

sically result in

're relatively small fines, because, remember,
t small quantities here, and generally define

k

structure a

t they

r

i

s been developed in a way that's
- 77 -

re

size

we re

so it 1

assessment that's bei

a
cou

lem and

p

att
out

r

f

nt ve

I

t.

t

ff

ine

financia

l

ir

mus

rs.

. Cas

was

in

fi

ge

s nessman

concer

was exactly

seei

a s

i

s

f

there

r

r

Owne

Pr

cost

a

some

some stuf

i

it

the
owner C,

rtise

is

rt

oblem

real z

n

're

that

ial

,

li

current

t

ir

i

t

l

r
i

tal

cu

the

rly,

ially r

or can
rent

is

se

f

rn

I

rt

to some o
n San Di

rce team

Coun
8 -

t
and

tu

is an increasi

ion

go in

counties when

I

ha

s just

t

teresti

s

r

it

is structur

,

i

are

e mat

t

n

target

r the

st two years methamphetamine labs specifically,

one officer told me that one of the things that in the actual
ration of the meth labs now that they find people
doi

is they manufacture their produc , they get their waste

mater al, and they
evidence issue.

•

t rid of it very quickly, because it's an

They try to keep as mobile as possible.

More and

more of these things are mobile operations where they can pick up
and move, and whereas they used to go in and bust these labs and
find all

ki

discarded material and such, they don't find

that any more.
It also

be an increasing level of understanding on

rt of the lab operators of the danger of having that
material around, but it also increases their mobility, and if they
at

that they're about to be busted, it's much easier for

to clear out their evidence of
So what you have is an il
rt
r

reel of the manu

ir activity.
1 activity that now has as

turing and disposal process, a

lar process of disposing of the waste material.

So it's not

just a matter of you go out and you buy a piece of property, and
I
out and
on

survey it, and you say, "Okay there's nothing

e, now I'm done with that," because the next evening a
l

operator may drop some stuff, and then you go out and you

contact the county, you get that taken care of, and a week later
may have some more.
- 79 -

The typical experience is that they get this over and
over

over again, and you can see that while we mi

the cost and say, well, the land owner
base.

You know, you build that into

it's no big deal.

mere

at

a certain investment
cost and you turn around

You have the potential of being

is on a regular, almost daily, basis,
i

t

have third parties usi

t

it's a situati

by
in

your land, quite

literally, as an illegal toxic waste disposal site.
legislation that I've offe
at

s to recogn ze t

t

re

ibilities results in a

to r

rti

is simple,

current juxtaposition

i

ial

f

rverse set of incentives relative

that material, having it pr

rly di

so

forth.
There is cost, wi
t I don't know, quite frank
bear

t question

, how we can do anything ot

t cost, and I'm not so sure that
r were to pursue

cu

as a result
than

timately if a

issue, I really wonder, even

r

law, whether we have the-- If, in fact, it's a result of

a

1 activity, and if, in fact, there is the proof t

t the

1 activity didn't occur on the property, and it is

11

we assume, as government,
lecting

ting

is excess material, whether it be legal or

ise, I'm not so sure
se

responsibility for over

e with the bill wou

t, in the
even
- 80 -

, our

ili

, but I

tick

't

nk

through a lawsuit in

somebody
t

t's t

t

rder to establish the

case.

That sums it up.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All ri

What we'll do is we have

a list of witnesses that we'd like to hear from, so that we can
isions on how best to handle your bill, maybe

maybe make some

amend your bill, make it workable, more workable, than it is.
We'll hear from Doug Lockwood-- Oh, I'm wrong, Bruce
Lazarus, who is a certified industrial hygienist for

th~

Network

Environmental Systems.
MR. BRUCE LAZARUS:

Good afternoon.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you for coming.

MR. LAZARUS:

Thank you.

ry objective of my participation this afternoon

The pr

for the short period of time, it was my understanding in talking
rs

to some of
rmation

i

t what a lab is, what some of the hazards are,

t some
some
assoc
th 1

re, was to provide some general

materials are that are used, and perhaps what

the health
t

wi
a

zards and environmental hazards that are
th

some of

chemical substances that are associated
handling problems.

Generally speaking, for labs found in California,
although there are about 12 or 15 different lab type production
me

that are commonly identified in the United States, in
- 81 -

California, we can narrow that list to about 5 or 6, primarily
production of methamphetamine and production of precursor
chemicals, such as Phenyl-2 Propanon, or P-2P.
From those lab types, we can identify in the
nei

rhood of about 150 chemicals that may be used for those

laboratory activities, and from that list of about 150

cals,

we can narrow it down to a list of about 50 or 60 commonly
identified hazardous chemicals that may be associated with those
lab types that are identified in Cali

rnia.
things

In listening to the opening statement, one of
that struck me as not necessarily a potential problem but
certainly a consideration is that,

r those materials that are

used in clandestine drug lab activity, about 90 percent of those
mater

s have some industrial application.

may be us
cla

In other words, they

in legitimate activities not associated with

stine drug labs:

autobody shops and paint manufac

ring,

so on and so forth, and roughly about 10 percent are materials
ich there really isn't other identified or common industrial

r

uses

r, such as some of the precursor materials.
It struck me, listening to the comment, that one

difficult issue
materials
wi
haza

c

be trying to make a distinction between those

tare abandoned and whether or not they're associated
tine drug lab activity, or illegal disposal
waste, which from time to t
- 82 -

happens in any

f

tion.

I

looki

different materials that are

at

waste, we run the

d

We're seeing lab operators starting to

properties.

materials.

substitute a
materials

e gamut of

We're seeing a lot of different

us

i

volume, most of the materials used in a drug lab are

•

se of the different processes that are used for

solvents,

so on, so it's not uncommon to find very large

wash materials
quantities

solven s.

materials

re-use

oftentimes

subsequent processing, and

'll di

drums.

1

55

of them, but by volume we can find

llons to numerous 55-gallon drums, ten and

re from 5
twen

Sometimes lab operators will save those

p

the second largest quantity of

materials
acids
i

c osa materials, primarily

are
ite a r

i

e).

ac

All t

e materials have the same basic property of

s to

ve

, acetic acid and nitric acid and

as far as corrosion and reactivity

conta ne s causing environmental problems.
t
s
a

t we wou

are usual

reaction work, a
reactive.

, mov

n

us

down the list, we get into some
no

ly call catalysts, and catalysts in

in relatively small quantities to help a
e catalysts are normally very, very

, most of the catalysts that are used are
- 83 -

prohibited from disposal, land disposal in California, and some
are listed federally with the landfill ban restrictions.

Most of

those have to go to, if they're managed properly, have to be
treated at designated facilities, permanent facilities, either in
California or back East, certain metals and so on that are very
reactive with solvents and whatnot.
From a handling aspect, there are really three ways that
a lab operator is going to dispose of their materials.

They're

either going to throw it down the sink, throw it on to the ground
or

g a pit in the ground and dispose of it, as was described, or

move it somewhere else and dispose of it, and we're really seeing
all

ee of those commonly used, and I think an extension of a

problem
r

scribed here is not so much abandoning materials on a
but use of rental property and illegal disposal on rental

rties, and our experience here in California, and other
people who will provide information will support this, is that the
vast majority of labs are conducted in rental properties, and in a
renta

rty, a lab operator is not going to save anything.
re going to go in, do their thing, and leave, and most of the

time for disposal they don't want to be observed doing what
they're doing, and many times for disposal they're just goi
be dumping chemicals.
sink, t

tht

So we see frequently things are goi
, the toilet, so on, and of course, in

areas, rural areas, that means it's eventually going into the

- 84 -

to
into
emote

the sewer systems.

ground rather

We've seen it in rur

We've seen this in Lake
Sacramento

areas

different areas.

in a variety

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

a site that has some

i

n

contamination, you can more or less i
being a dr

We ve seen it

i

that contamination as

lab wa te?
MR. LAZARUS:

It depends on circumstance.

If there's

a
overt signs,

as glassware containers, etc., there

very tell-ta

s

ns, type

g

sware,

In

r words, the

investigation, and it's seiz
and there's still a

a

enforcement

site's been under

ring or soon after an activity,

evi

t

some

containers, type

materials, but usually that's associated wi
investigat

r

, if you will, that indicates

it's a lab activi
General

i

ipment or glassware,
we have an ill
necessari
not

i

as

and so on,

not

indicators that it's from a lab.

ks, or

t

ether, fi

ecursor mater

, if you will, there

necessarily
f

common: e

' e just getting rid of containers, so

1

always
fi

rators aren't getting rid of

We're

ific pieces of glassware, such
ific types of equipment like vacuum

e are some i

icators that are very

r drum containers that may have contained

ls 1 ke ephedrine, acid bott
- 85 -

s, poly containers

of hydrolytic acid, which are not that commonly used in i
but are very common in lab production.

try

there are some

chemicals and types of containers that are more fr

t

associated with labs than with industrial practice, industrial
use.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

If a certain waste is

on a

site, and -- You work with people who actually try to fi

t

what is on that site and -MR. LAZARUS:
areas:

My experience has been primari

One is to train law enforcement

two

r,

ficers to safe

assess, and perform their law enforcement functions in a
chemically contaminated environmental, in a

site.

We ve been

Now, if someone guesses

it's a

doing that for a number of years.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

lab waste, is law enforcement notified
how is that assessed?
dumping

or

mean,

How is it decided that it's an il

1

a drug lab?
MR. LAZARUS:

t

te

Well, it's a difficult question

e

re are really no guidelines, and it's really up to the

owner.

In those circumstances, where there's a law en

rty

rcement

investigation, those law enforcement people are going to k
before, probably, before the land owner.
notifi

, either at the close of or in

hasn't been a law enforcement investigat
- 86 -

The landowner
ress,

f

, there may not

t

anything obvious telling the landowner t

s an illegal

t

e or i

activity other than the land owner's own knowl
that they gain from asking a lot of
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

ormation

st
1

Here comes the 1

ice, that
rat

"Nobody's told you that this is an illegal lab

Therefore, you don't know it's an illegal lab operation.

Don't

you take the initiative to go out and tell somebody it's illegal
because then you're endangering yourself.
MR. LAZARUS:

11

I think, an interesting point

something that Mr. Freelove can probably address also is that we
, meaning that

probably have a significant under-reporting
every lab that is seized and investi

t

estimates of how many more are out there
So we have to assume, probably a sa
many more that are out there for
di
i

1 and so on and so forth

i

r

, we have a range of
t

ve not

t been.

assumpt

t

re are

there's activity and
ich they're never

ifie, and certainly, in rental properties when that occurs,

it may be some period of time after the activity,
rcement investigation because it hasn't

•

no law
identified and

landowner goes in and detects an odor or observes
conta ners and so on, and it's really

savvy of either the

tenant or the property owner or property management person to
i

r

ify that there's been a problem, and there's no legal
irement for them to notify a specific agency.
-

87 -

They may call

the fire department.

They may call the health department.

They

may call the local law enforcement agency

There are no

guidelines or requirements exactly how to

t that situation into

the system, if you will, and of course, there's always
possibility that an incident may not
be a person operating a business.

drug-lab related.

It

other ill

It may
l

disposal, and we know from health department sources

e

ings

go on.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

is -- Your bil

How -- See,

addresses drug lab waste, and there cou
with your bill that it would -- that

-- How can we
's what it is, ra

than some other chemical and some other ki
Now, Mr. Betts, who is a minori
committee, has property, and a large piece
rural area of the Sacramento area, and
proper

I

don't necessarily mean it's

e sure

il

r
ng?

1

s

consultant
proper
re's dumpi

on

cal

t

ry,

people dump things because they think they're out in the
and so
MR. BETTS:

People are used to going out on some

back roads on Saturday or whenever they do it at ni
unloading everything out of their yard along the

, a

somebody starts making development around there,
fur

r.

I'll find they'll

right across fie

go a
s, or ac

or three properties, and dump their load, and it cou
- 88 -

ttle

t

anythi
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER;

So,

kind of definition if a bill like this wer

e to

exactly, or certainly to be
lab

ti

have

o have some

move

to know

it as ill

1 drug

cals.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Excuse me

e of years ago, it was down in

You recall a

1

r district,

that abandoned warehouse, and they

re they had

re

ints.

Wasn't that in your district, where they had all the
residue paints and that stored, and
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

t fire?

Yeah,

know

just toxics, it is just as severe a case as
appreciate

a concern about zeroi
se properties can
a

thi

really have

in on one

t
r

or

t's toxic without necessari

in that way, and they
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

re

be.

t I

re's that fire or

almost

just

and still these people are viet
is us

ints are

wou

t's trying to

us

or

Near the distr ct

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

I

n

,

involved in a

't know
The poli
re's

r

rty

or

tever

a
it.

issue is

t

t catast

the consequence, is -Let's take the paint example
from Point A and dropped at Point B

- 89 -

t

t paint had
discovered by a

new property owner, and I don't know whe

r this is a

general outside of the arena of the me
focus of my concern is that it's my

i

that what you've heard here from this witness
corroborates that, is a great deal more
as a r

or not

res
rs

in

et
re

this rna

t of meth lab activities is just sitti

been di

of by various means than we

re even

remotely aware of, and in fact the way our law is cur ent
desi

we not only allow that to

, we encour

happen, because if a property owner discovers the exist
this material, which is going to happen more
only time its not going to be the prope

owner

part, is going to be where there's an invest
or

the

ten
t

tion of

happenstance when somebody trips across some

property owner realizes that "If
for it, but if

I

I

report

i

i

is, I've

don't report it all I've got to

then we know exactly what the result is

sort

is

ing to be.

t,"
re

to bury it.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

I think that's

se we

taken instead of the incentive, we have added the puni
We're not giving you an incentive.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

It's punishing

Absolute

in just on drug labs alone, a
-

ree.

em is t

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
zeroi

I

90 -

jus

t
r

lab -Well, I

ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

the notion that in general --

I

have a

mean,

I

wou

not

the observation that hazardous wastes
certai

treated the same.

em wi
ree with

ral

The

ld be

thi

that

t

there is a significant problem outs

we d

look at this,

in talking to county health officials
while there are significant problems

za

in general, that they've not had this
I

was

rience.

mean, it's their belief.

't know.

haven't gone to a court of law and proven it,
ief that these materials that they we
all over the county -- and as

rs

I

dumping

t it's

ir

increasingly

f'
~1

it

icularly in

ru
and transitional areas, where

t

the stuff ends

re

a ea,

tIs,

that we've

dramati

ng from suburbia to the rura
most

into areas

're
ink, where

I

increases in
rs have

out that they're going to be
've stopped
to

ld financial

responsible,

rating, in essence, I guess, would be the way

it, with local officials
're going to be driven out

can't affo

e

to.

business as a result of doing

t.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It's my

- 91 -

rs

i

t between

60 and 70 percent of emergency calls are now related to il

1

dumping by drug labs.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
series

And I think we can arrive a

and it's not unusual for you.

presumptions.

a

You take a ser es

r

You know, it's like the Chinese menu:

s a

whole bunch of different things that can be up there,
out of ten of these circumstances are there there's
presumption to assume that that in fact is related
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It's my understanding, a

t

generally speaking, the victim, the innocent landowne

r

owner, does not have to pay for the clean-up.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

That's right.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That's generally taken ou

Victim's Emergency Reserve Account, and so, but it
owne

knowledge, or the thought, that perhaps the proper
have to pay does very likely cause him to, or her to,
>those containers in the trash or remove them or
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

ry them

It's exactly the point.

legally required notice that current law results in on
contact.

row

It's
irst

It's when that local government entity has

cleaned it up, and sent a notice that says "The next
happens you're going to pay for it," and that mes
like wildfire.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, let's move a
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e,

l information?

any addit

MR. LAZARUS:

Well, I just

e of b ief

a

thoughts.
In California last year, it'
fici

ing with local law enforcement
370 or so

understanding in
s

officials it's

talking informally with other law enfo

3 to 1,

t

imately

investigated, and in

ug labs were identified

estimated

t

t that may be under-repor

on the order

we may have 3 times more

, especially

, maybe,
n

California, than are investigated, and that's just an informal
assessment

many people.
It would make sense to es

a local i

ntified agency or state

int or an investi
rmine is

to

t

is dr

weak link in
experience in
r

,

re

training for many of

responding to a

some criteria in trying

could fol

r or not there's an

i

sys

is

te training, and

traini

ts, who are fr
investigations

some c iteria by which
i

active investigation assoc

it's

i

health
with

there's
people

a seizure, is there is a
r than law enforcement

fleers who are going after drug labs.
So if we establish some criteria
sta e or

1 agency will de

ne is
- 93 -

ich a designated
is or is this not within

the system for reimbursement, etc.

There has to be some training.

There

to be some assistance to bring

I thi

that should be a consideration a

e
i

es

i

guidelines.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
department or

So you're

State Department

ng

local

Serv

Heal

1

is

They are not trained to
MR. LAZARUS:
Depar

that t

It's my understandi

Health Services really does not

except by rece

i

notifications from

their intention is not to respond.
or may not respond.
owner.

an act

if

1

s may

Local heal

Some are very sophisticated because

ence:

local

Some are very unsophistica

because experience is just now increasi

in

ir

t

Stanislaus and Yolo Counties, and Placerville,
r

r

, and

those people, for those locations, it

them a lot of experience and a lot of time to get b
,

role,

They may or may not contact

Los Angeles, San Diego, etc.

so on,

State

there is a lack of training and technical

which they should be supported with to bring them up to

to
rtise,
to

address a new environmental health area.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
now I'll
r

All right.

Thank you very

s a

1 on Doug

Hazardous waste Management Council
- 94 -

taff.

ce to see you, Doug.
He is now with American Environmental.
management firm that contracts with
Services and law enforcement to clean

It's a waste

rtment of Health
, or react to, midnight

dumping and many more things.
Good to see you, Doug.
MR. DOUG LOCKWOOD:

Good to be back.

Thank you.

What I wanted to do today is to provide you with the
perspective of the experience that American Environmentdl has had
in dealing with this problem since 1980 to give you a general
dimens

feel for

and the size and the disposal costs and the

extent of environmental contamination

can occur from these

sites.
rican has worked on the clean-up
precursor chemicals from these
in conjunction

th

ral d

rtment of Justice, to a
e

cement

e, coun

take

in

, some in Oregon.

sites since 1980.
en

We work

rcement agencies, State

r extent the local drug
health, Department of Health Services.

We average about 170
ral

disposal of

these clean-ups per year.

Northern

They

lifornia area, some in

We pretty much go where we're called.

On the average, these drug lab clean-ups result in
eduction
imate

waste or transport off-site to disposal of
five to seven drums or 55-gallon containers of waste
- 95 -

material that need to be disposed of.
Our r

is to proper

for transport, and
disposed

it to a s te
seen sites

We

drums

materi 1,

material, war

re

methamphe

incinerat

t can
as 200

oduced as

t
si

tions.

In general,
out

re it

, inc

cocaine

ne

, treatment,

come

cals

r

, detonation,

landfil i
cost

i

r d

waste material, 5

con

1

1 contai

i

iner, can

from $200

some going as high as $1500 for certain exotic mater
t we f

typical setti
have

increasi

were a
speak

Now

subur
ti

re

t we mai

setti

as we

s work
re
so to

out
ls,

see are

s, a

s, and

ls, res

some extent also rural

s.
ten

se are rent

landowners.

One thi

emphasiz

ite

quite r

• If

property, absentee

eces

t a

I'm not sure was

, is that it can
r

re

i

down

set

or

s

r

t cou
wi

s.

in

u

cases

$800,

r

a r

r

96 -

to fi

i

out,

is

and this may be a difference between
con

nat

of environmental
to other types of

and problem versus one r

hazardous chemicals.

r for a land owner,

I think it's much

ng than, say, someone

property owner to know that this is
that owns commercial property who

know what's happening

with their property.

•

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

When you are given a contract to

clean and dispose of the waste, who

?

Who pays the bill,

generally?
MR. LOCKWOOD:
take-downs

Well, typically, with the drug lab

as we call it, those are initiated by the Federal Drug

Enforcement Agency, the State Department
a task

rce, and I think

force that is
those situations,

ing to
i

money to pay direct

Justice, or what's

re's a representative of the

lk to you in a few moments.
ivi

for

In

es do have a pool of
services.

other type of situation that happens is where
cals are
site,

•

alongside
typically this would be

rtment erne
1
ever

road.

service type

Services.
's looki

There's no identified
a county health

ration, oftentimes department

se are particularly difficult because
for money to pay for it.

From our perspective,

as a private contractor, sometimes it's difficult to identify
exactly

is

ing to be responsible to pay the costs of the
- 97 -

clean-up, but it always gets resolved in the end.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

ki

And are we

about

re

along the road, or drug lab waste?
MR. LOCKWOOD:

Well, typically it's identified as drug

lab material, although I think the discussion here was
can't honestly say how sound
t

is,

nat

dete

ent

t is suspected.

tIS

containers of

It might be a 5-gallon or several 5-gal
chemi

I

you would

s

are found

cally associate with a dr

t

, and then we get the call to come out

s

and pick it up.
In terms of the environmental problems

we see as we

go to these sites, I would suspect that much of the di

is

directly to sewer, especially considering the urban and
settings, the fact that this is bei
rooms.
to.

hotel

done in residences

I think that's one unfortunate conclusion we

Much

rban

to come

it goes to the PLTW.
In terms of contamination at the site that needs to be

lt with in some manner, the thing that is most visually evident
normally is surface contamination that's come about because
off-gassing of materials duri
clean
sur
appropr

the

i

up the answer is usually

ei

can ef

process,
r, if

tive

te tools or to r

re to

t

out the mater
- 98 -

1

di

to

a Class One landfill type of disposal site.
Less often do we see direct evidence of chemical dumping
into the environment, but you have to understand that's generally
not one of our activities, to walk around and look for that
either.

So it certainly exists.
I wanted to run through a case study, if you will.

This

is an actual situation that we were asked to come out and do an
environmental audit on, and it is a case of chemical contamination
to the environment, and it gives you an idea of the kinds of
considerations that are happening now and the attendant costs.
This involved an instance where we were asked to perform
what's called a First Phase Environmental Assessment of a piece of
property that's near Onyx, California.

It was a 20-acre ranchette

that was used as a methamphetamine lab, and it was a piece of
rental property.
The audit was for the district attorney, and they were
considering seizing the property, which they can do under law for
a resale to recoup costs.

•

What the audit involved was basically a

site walk, a visual examination of the property to look for
obvious signs of contamination, sampling of both surfaces within
structure to determine if there was residual contamination and
subsurface sampling with analysis to determine if, in areas where
it looked like there had been dumping onto the ground, whether, in
fact, that had occurred on that site.
- 99 -

The principal problem was

dumping of material to the ground surface.

There were dry wells

with leech systems, and it was actually quite a sophisticated
set-up with a little hatch that opened up and the chemicals could
be dumped down and go to a leech system a lot like a septic system
would act.
There were also other disposal pits, and some of this
improper disposal was on adjoining property.

So here's a case

where there's an adjacent landowner that really had absolutely
nothing to do with this, apparently, but nevertheless, they were
impacted by it.
The cost of that audit, our charge for performing that,
which I think is in line with what other companies in our business
would do, was approximately $11,000.

We gave the district

attorney an estimate of preliminary clean-up costs of about
$135,000, and this was exclusive of any groundwater
considerations, because in first phase you really can't

at

groundwater.
As a result of this, by the way, the district attorney
decided not to seize the property, and I couldn't tell you what
status that property is in now.
So I'd be pleased to answer any questions.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Questions?

Mr. Peace.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

Do you have any thoughts on this
- 100 -

issue of distinguishing between lab-related and non-lab-related?
I know you did say you feel there's some imprecision in that, but
is there any way that you would recommend in terms of our being
able to definitionally make that distinction?
The thing that makes it different in the real world is
the fact that if the auto paint store down the road dumps their
thinner and a bunch of stuff on my property I can -- that's there,
and I can make the association, then I can go back at the, you
know, the industrial operator, whoever it may be, the auto shop in
this circumstance.
luck.

If I identify it as the lab guy, I'm out of

Now we've got a criminal activity, and that seems to me to

be the logical difference, where I have the ability to take civil
action against an individual to recover damages where there was
a legal activity and somebody then dumped illegally, but when it
was an illegal activity from Day

, now we ought to in the ideal

world be in the arena in which that's a public responsibility, and
we in turn have the enforcement requirement.
But how can we make that -- Is there a way we can make
t

t distinction on paper?

Even though we know conceptually what

it is, we want to differentiate.
MR. LOCKWOOD:

I think one obvious demarcation is that a

lot of this activity occurs at the site of a drug lab, and drug
labs are identified as such by law enforcement agencies, and I
think that's kind of a tight package, if you will.
- 101 -

You have a

determination by knowledgeable people that this resulted from this
activity , and it's related to the drug lab itself.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But where his constituent was

concerned, the case that he described, that wasn't -- Law
enforcement was not involved until he made a phone call saying,
"Something here was dumped on my property."
So would we be able to define?
MR. LOCKWOOD:

I think so.

I think the chemicals that

come off of these sites are fairly uniform, and I think if they're
present it's a good assumption that that was the source they came
from.
I would expect there'd be relatively few instances where
you'd make the wrong determination that way.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

Is that right?

So the concern that Mrs. Wright expressed could be, you
think, reasonably satisfied?
MR. LOCKWOOD:

I do.

I think -- Well, Bruce made the

point that you need a knowledgeable person, and that's certainly
an issue.
The other thing about drug labs is they're evolving.
We've all read about new forms of drugs, and the processes,will
change as restrictions on the precursor chemicals come about.
I think training is an issue, but generally, to me, it's
obvious situation if it's been related to drug labs.
- 102 -

I don't

So
irly

think there would be too much problem in making that
determination.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Thank you very much.

Do you have a question, Bill?
MR. BETTS:

I'd like to ask, I

ink the way the bill is

written, though, it wouldn't apply if the manufacturing took place
on the property where the disposal took place.
Yes, if you went to a place that was actually
manufacturing drugs, you probably could assume the waste in the
drug lab.

I think the bill is aimed at people who do midnight

dumping.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

Yeah.

And the reasons we did that

was we were trying to not open ourselves up to the question of
con

sion of whether the owner wa

n fact implicated or involved,

and the one circumstance where c early the owner was not involved
s

t

jacent

operty owner you described who, in that case, I

assume, it leeched over.
MR. LOCKWOOD:

Well, it was actually physically dumped.

ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
cumstance.

It was dumped.

That's exactly the

The danger in dealing with the -- where a lab is

rating itself is then you get into two realms.

First, was the

operty owner aware or was he unaware and making a studious
ef

rt to

unaware, and at that juncture I think you've got a

- 103 -

higher burden of proof.

I think you ought to have

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But the incidence of drug lab

operators renting property and the owner not being aware

s

probably very great, I would guess.
MR. LOCKWOOD:

Well, yes.

It is, and as I say,

common problem is the physical contamination and this means

f

you're the property owner, you have a difficult decision
about how much to clean that property up and is it safe
rent to another person.

make
r you to

Of course, you'd wonder whether they're

going to do it too, but the further question is the heal

impact.

One thing we've witnessed is we've been asked on a number of
occasions to give, in essence, an all-clear on a piece of
property, and to do it to the point where we would want to
associate our name with it is an extremely expensive process and
is something that most private property owners would not be
willing to do.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Say, in a motel room or in a rented

apartment, what would you have to do to
MR. LOCKWOOD:
to answer that question.

You know, Bruce might be the right person
Oh, he took off.

Okay.

Surface sampling, air monitoring, and this matter, you
come up

th information which is usable in making an assessment,
're dealing with NIAS standar

articu

ich may or

te as far as actual health impact, how much prox
- 104 -

the

person's going to have to this situation.

There's a lot of iffy

situations where it's potentially a serious liability to make a
firm decision on it and put the professionalism of your company on
the line to do that.
What we've seen is local health officers asking us if we
can because they're being asked to, and I think they're
ill-equipped to make that type of determination also.
I wanted to respond to one point you made, this issue of
whether the landowner has culpability or not, is that not going to
be undertaken in any event during the law enforcement process?
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
talking.

I was thinking about it as you were

It's a good point.
MR. LOCKWOOD:

See, they have to on this land seizure

ing, so I know it's being done in some instances.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

But because the activity is actually

ically there you presumably do have more of a level of law
rcement involved.

In other words, it makes a good point.

way you check list this is that you make some general
statements as to what the material or kinds of material are there.
meet that criteria, and you also have to have a finding
appropriate local law enforcement entity that, A, it
s in there opinion it is lab-related waste, and, B, in their
nion the property owner is not -- innocent, or not responsible.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Is really a victim.
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MR. LOCKWOOD:

That may take a considerable passage
I think that necessitates a j

time in order to get there.

nt,

you know, in a court of law.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

Well, not necessarily.

We cou

wrap this so that you could provide the flow of the money
not

that if, in fact, there was a fi

th the

ing to the contrary later

that that person would be liable for any of that money that was
out there, but in the case of where there's an active lab, where
there's an investigation, where you're actually on-site, I would
assume it would take longer in that circumstance than it would in
a dumping circumstance because, really, the only question in the
dumping circumstance is the opinion of the whatever appropriate
law enforcement authority that it is, in fact, lab waste.
MR. LOCKWOOD:

Correct.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right.

Thank you very much.

really is good to see you.
MR. LOCKWOOD:

It's good to be back.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Our next witness is Ken Stuart,

Director of Environmental Health for Sacramento County.

He'll

talk about the role of the county health departments in dealing
with drug lab sites and how they determine that residences are
safe for people to move back into.
Thank you for being here.
MR. KEN STUART:

Hi.

Good afternoon.
- 106 -

Good to see

It

This afternoon I'm both representing our environmental
and hazardous materials units as well as testifying as

heal

president of the California Conference Directors of Environmental
Health.
Much of my testimony comes not only from my experience
in Sacramento County, my experience with the contract counties
program, I was with state health department for ten years
previously so that comes into rural toxics issues as well as input
from Santa Barbara, San Bernardino, Riverside, and San Diego
Counties.

So I hope we could kind of cross it.
I think we have to start out by realizing as has already

been testified that the level of involvement with health
departments depends very much on the sophistication of the
ogram, and in many cases, I've always had a philosophy that
we're kind of the dumping grounds.

If nobody else will solve it,

come to environmental health at a local level and we'll try and
figure it out, and that's usually what happens, is the police
departments have a case.

•

It's left over.

They want to get out from under it.

The fire department has everything under control .

They want to get out, but yet they know they have to turn the key
to give their liability to the next one in line, and that often is
health unit.
So with that in mind, let me go ahead and try and answer
the questions.
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The first question was what is the involvement with the
local health departments, and I'll say this is primari

in the

extreme cases that are well organized such as Riversi

San

Bernardino, San Diego, and so forth, and our county.

Our

involvement is to respond with a Haz Mat team, which in many cases
is made up of the fire and the health department
would be first responders.

1

To make a full assessment

waste

and any environmental contamination, obtain several bids for
clean-up, obtain state DOHS superfund money for clean-up, award
the bid as directed by the DOHS duty offers, represent DOHS in
overseeing the clean-up, sign the manifest in behalf of the state
as a waste generator, submit all necessary documentation to DOHS
and maintain a file of the incident.
That is probably the most extreme involvement.
In Riverside, San Bernardino, where they are well
working, within our counties, and also vary a little bit by
region, we get more bucking from DOHS.

They will very severely

question whether this is a health hazard or what.

It is not as

easy to get DOHS funds in some other areas of the state, which
then means that you must turn to your local funding issues and
figure out a way, whether it's going to be the Sheriff's
Department little kitty that will help clean it up a
What are the problems we encounter with
The single biggest problem is the frequency and staff
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on and on.
waste?

required to oversee the clean up.

Within Sacramento County, for

instance, we've had some 130 drug labs this year alone busted, and
that's not waste.

That's actual manufacturing labs.

County is around 180.

Riverside

It varies, but each time these occur,

obviously, it's going to take some time.
Most are found in the remote areas, although as Doug
indicated, it's becoming more and more common to be urban now,
which complicates the clean-up.

Again, remembering that we're

called out at all hours of the day and night to respond on these.
The other problem we incur, as I have mentioned, is the funding.
The duty officer is not always available at night, and therefore,
sometimes we're going to have to fly.

When you're sitting at a

stine drug lab, you have the Sheriff's Office there.

you

want to contact American Environmental or whatever company it may
be to come in, and you know you' c not going to get a call for
several hours back.

What do you do?

You have to wing it

sometimes and hope that you're going to get the reimbursement.
And that's the same way with the duty officer, also

•

ring that he may not always be in the loop of knowledge of

r

the superfund, so he may feel that he has to contact somebody
else.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

May I ask you a question.

When

're brought in where there is a drug lab and where there's a
bust being made, is there often money found, or -- Yeah.
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Is there

often money found?
MR. STUART:

Sometimes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
I

Because, and this is some

ing that

think we should think about, the money in a bust is confiscated

by the law enforcement agency that makes the bust,
it correct that that money then goes into a pot

is
r law

enforcement to use regarding drugs?
Well, it seems to me from that pot and that

is

t

pretty large in some cases, this recent cocaine bust in Southern
California where there was more than $10 million in that
found, it seems to me that, you know

st

and a lot of that money is

used for additional law enforcement for drug education.

It seems

to me that a portion of that pot -ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

Well, I agree a hundr

percent, and

frankly, that's exactly where we started, and we ran into the
opposition of the Attorney General, the opposition of every law
enforcement agency in the state.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But the fact is that Superfund

moneys, where we get the superfund money, is from industry,
industry pays taxes, and we get superfund money to clean up
contaminated sites where there are often sites, but we're talking
about an industry that is an illegal industry where money is
confiscated and where there is, you know -- I jus
that industry, legitimate industry, should pay for the cl
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ten

lieve

nor should the county, because that's money thal's tax money from
the general public, should pay for that kind of clean-up because
if there is drug money confiscated, I think we should have a
portion of that money for the clean-up of drug labs, and I don't
think the county should pick up the tab.
MR. STUART:

And we do.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And you do, and that means the

public is picking up the tab, and then the money that is
confiscated is used by law enforcement for drug-related problems,
but that is certainly a drug-related matter, and it just seems to
me that we may have to do battle with the Attorney General and law
enforcement, because that is -- It seems to me a most legitimate
to fund that program.
MR. STUART:

That is very true.

the problems that I'll be talki

That gets into some of

t, too, and I'll jump ahead

on them.
We're facing a mentality now more with the Department of
justice, the D.A. 's Strike Task Force, that oftentimes will not
even contact whatever health unit is -- or even a Sheriff's Office
in some cases, before everything is out, and when I say
eve

ing, that includes the money, the evidence.

what they want, and there's several reasons.

They've got

One is they realize

if they involve people that are not highly technical in the
law enforcement areas, they don't want to have to subpoena them as
-
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a witness at a later date, which sometimes health

rtment staff

or environmental health units can get involved in it.

iously

it's easier to get in, get the job done, and get out,

then let

somebody else know that they've got a problem in clean-up, but
that's often times where we never know if there's

That

becomes a court record, so we assume there is in

cases.

Again, as I say, the suspicious evidence is one thing.
Other problems we're getting into is in the sampli
wi

areas.

the state moneys, as Mr. Lockwood mentioned, wi

of waste going down septic tanks and so forth,

the amount

wi

thing.

s

t

?

that become a hazardous materials site or spilled outs
The superfund money is not to pay

Even

sort of

r

nated

So if we feel strongly enough that we have a cant

septic system and we want to investigate the leach field, we have
to come up with that money locally or force the proper
do it.

owner to

That leads into the concern we also are getting now with

the re-entry case.

Once the police units have tur

these units

over to us, and sometimes it's three, four, five days before we
even find out about them, and in many cases they've
re-occupied, we're getting a very strong concern
what is our liability from a county standpoint.

n
lly as to

We know as soon

as we find out that indeed all these chemicals have
a

about 90% of them are rental units.

We

of the walls, carcinogens, teratogens, everythi
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off
else.

n inept,
si

out

What's

our 1 ability as far as telling the property owner?

to re-enter, and we don't want to get into the

when is it sa

determining indeed that that is safe so what we're

iness

now.

looking at is a legal opinion rig
the

Can we indeed require

rty owner to obtain certification from an industrial

hygienist

•

What about

fore we or they can allow re-occupancy of that

dwelling, and very difficult questions and all these, again,
remembering law enforcement is out of the picture now and it's a
local problem.

•

You've asked us

t

t

categoriz
're

1.

s

As you know, the wastes are generally

either as corrosive, flammables, and toxic materials.
1 assessed in the preliminary discovery, included in

r

di

drug waste.

o address the safe handling and

we're going to do, the bill for removal, transport,
We have to, as locals

r

somebody, whether it's us,

, or whatever, has to determine how these are going to be
ed.
(Muffl

no ar
I

,_
l..

t

li

)

clean up is arranged then.

a

rn a area

also success
s when t

Some sites are

until the next working day or whenever we can

secur

t

ible) Many of our calls are remote, with

ting, sometimes in the night.

fie al li
a

(i

I

1 in

Within the Southern

and we're more fortunate here, they've been
getting of clean-up of the drug dumps, and

y take five-gallon containers, hopefully it's not
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opened.

It's probably right by the road.

Once we get c l earance

we have t o secure it, stand there until some company comes o ut to
pick it up , but that's easier and quicker because ther e has not
actually been a process that ' s gone on that has produced a product
that gets absorbed or spread around.
We've been asked to address the cost of f und i ng s our ces
difficulties.

The cost of funding is primarily i n the cl ea n ups.

As L.A. and others say, a lot of times we can access s t a t e
superfunds, but many times we cannot.
The key problem occurs when the drug dumps fail to mee t
the state criteria for funding authorization, and generally these
are when it's too remote of a location to threaten the public or
the environment or a failure to have the explosive or flammable
waste that could possibly cause an imminent danger.
the ether and so forth are very flammable.

As you know,

As you probably know,

the DOHS has threatened not to fund drug clean-ups at all, and
which we are not totally happy with, saying "It ' s going t o have to
be a local cost.

It's your problem ...

So those things we're faced with.

It gets down to

funding, and naturally, as Assemblyman Peace is aware, in many
cases we have to come back after the property owner, who may or
may not be aware at all of the fact that this was going on.
What are some of t he additional problems that we i ncu r?
As I ' ve already mentioned, the activation of the operation of
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local drug, DEA, Department of Justice, etc., it's very disruptive
on the property clean-up.

They get in.

essence, they send us a card.

They get out.

In

They may call us, or we may never

find out about it until the property owner calls and says, "What
do I do now?"
Another problem we have is the failure to fully
understand the distinct differences between drug labs and drug
dumps.

When we're dealing with them daily, we understand it, but

they are different as far as the funding of the clean-up.

Again,

hopefully in a drug dump it may not be as large, as massive,
hopefully we can get it cleaned up quicker, but those are
interchangeable, and it also is very difficult, when you're
talking with fhe state superfund people, to try and say, this is a
drug lab."

It's here, etc.
Another problem we face in a local area is the lack of

interest from law enforcement and the district attorney's office
to pursue with investigative skills the potential dumping.
they look at is, okay, health unit.

What

We don't have the

investigators to go out and trace this back to the manufacturer,
whatever it is, or trace it back.

If you want to come after the

property owner, you have to figure out how you're going to do
that, and that's a difficult one.

it does occur, and it's

especially true in the more remote counties where there's just not
that much of a priority.
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rni

re's a
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to

what we fi
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at 2:00 or

i

many, many

the land-owner.

cases we don't know the status

It's one of
to

questions they ask us, but to get that, you usual
back again -- probably 90

rcent

either in rental units,

portable units where
t type of

more and more RV's, and
with them.

It takes us t

re.

're seeing
move

ing, that

to ascertain the

the meantime, it's sitting

are

these units,

owner.

r

So we want to try

clean-up started before that, or at least the removal

the most

dangerous drugs.
MR. TAKASHIMA

the

Now, what happens if the

site is not a laboratory but just a dump, and
also for
MR. STUART:
to get them, has been
When

I

si

We can seek the funds.
rience,

talk about my

let me

t
bit.

rience, Sacramento has now

r

hazardous materials unit, and so I'm no longer in
that for the last year.
closely together.

So

I

It's a different d

work very

is

don t do the day-to-day operations now.

So I'm trying to talk from past experience and

t 1s

on

now.
The property owners are often, once

1

many, many cases we do not have an open container.
easier.

There may not

get the cooperation and

e
t

ill,

e picked up
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we'r

So

in

're
e to

rbi

or

ic Works, one or t

ot

1 rather than

proper di

contracts direct
we will
lem

rfund and call out.

Yes.

r~:

I think in the rural counties, it's
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more dr

1

areas.

1
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The higher percentage
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The final thing is, is there a
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Of course, the
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hovl
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get

cooperation.
Obviously, it's
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e

ive to get it

the companies that can remove
They're in your urban areas.

se

r

are not in the rural areas
So

r lag time is going to

considerably longer.
That hasn't

it, but it's more diffi

lly answer
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requency now than we're
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lS

about, where the

come
l.,_R. DENNIS FREELOVE:

sacr
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Asset seiz

e

s?

•

CHAIRV'IGri!.AN TANNER:
MR. FREELOVE:
Van

Probably.

Yeah.

that up to Attorney General

I'll

n ons to do battle with you on

his

t one.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yeah.

AS EMBLYMAN PEACE:

He's done a good job on everything

CHAIRWOMAN

Yes, yes.

e se.

MR. FREELOVE
I'

a

r

s

rv sor

Sacramento.

It's

the opportunity to be here.

ne Lab Task Force here in

task force consisting of state,
ities.
ibility is the fifteen counties
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i

ni , from Stan slaus to Butte County.
brief run-down on what our unit does at a

give you

c

t ne

Peace s bil

t more to the point of Mr.

I'll
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• 4-

S.l~,.,es.

is discover

, either by law enforcement,
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patrol units, or stumbling across one,

ich is

through direct investigation resulti
warrant, our team is eithe

ther

respond, and we process t

uncommon, or

i

a

r

the

usi

a

from the Department of Justice, somet
Enforcement Administration or a coun
That chemist is the e,
with the trained agent, as to
clandestine lab?
they in?

t we

a

it a

What processes are they us

are

What chemicals are current
Once that's dete

ned,

chemicals and subsequently t

es
to

r

r

subsequent prosecution.
We then call a waste di

American

l

Environmental, who has testif ed

e, or

the multitude of ones up and

the s

nta

or

te.

dispose of the hazardous waste.
Now the hazardous waste may cons
dirty rags, dirty filter papers, on

to some

or flammable chemicals and 1
They do their assessment
upon how they're going to
that is done, we leave
think it's the Section

r

e
scene

1-642

he Hea
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?
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Department

.
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I realize that the health departments
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like to be called to the scene.
ility to do so.

In some counties

In other counties, they

't
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't have the manpower or they don't care.
experience where the county health department
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the drug lab waste was going directly into an irr
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looked at it and said, "Well, that be
Irrigation District.

Call them."

and said, "The weeds along the side of the di
and grmving.
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So let's not worry about it,

green
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went down under the roadway and through an or
So we have that problem in the rural count
especially those that are hurting financial
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Or maybe don't

tise as

well.
MR. FREELOVE:

Very much so.

In speaking to that, I think your conce
s to the fact that the waste is related to a
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r
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the property owner starts incurring expenses,
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, quote, a
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someone

does

ltle w 11
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on.

not

The concern I have with the particular bill

off that

states that a dump site where it has been manuf
site.

Yes, there is a lot of that.
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j

toxic waste and the contamination is where
s place, and that's where the proper
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r
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ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
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that s a

1 of money that is confiscated by

enforcement,

hat belongs -- that ill

it seems to me that
dr

rdi
that,

t real

that money

1 drug

have,

s

more

s and education, etc.,

I

ld be a special fund

r that

re
lieve

ndustry

nation by an illegal act vity, and

there is a great

enforcement

in

t

contamina

con

i

ling

i

si

0

try of illegal drugs,

The i

I

it

id for by 1

is to

industry or business

portion

f

is as well.

neither of you were here when we were discussi

•

le ou

This is a record in their

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We're ta

done,

of health, and then these

r

received

the

t

legitimate i

- 131 -

stry or

s

thi

a
Because

ss

ld

pay for that -ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALL.EN:
assistance

ct

In other wor

nd that comes from criminal
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER;

Sure.

i

think that

I

r ties.

legitimate way to pay for the clean-up of these
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
that too,

By way of

vJe've discus

y

fact tha

th

ee

ground
wa
it e

bill was originally conceived to be drafted,

up not

happening because of the vociferous opposit
General

the

agencies.

rtmen

of Justice

a l

They want the money, yeah.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

But the vi
of crime.

was set up for just that, viet

's

s

'I'hese

a e

victims of crime, and I would think how could that not
CHAIRWOMP.N TANNER:

As

as it isn t

ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

We

to make a dist nc

not the victim's fund that we're talking

t, Dori .

t's
s

e

drug-seizure fund that we're talking about.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
fund.

Okay.

I'm saying, it has nothing to

currently set
appropriate, I wou

Well,
with

t's current
rf

r victims of a crime, then this
thi

These are

finite

a crime.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
-

Inaudible).
132 -

a
vlas

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
that.

I

And I

ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
argument

Frankly,

ink you can make an

ves some illegal

're, by definition, illegal operators if

1 dumping going on, but the problem is it's just

like eve

ng else in life.

paying the bill.
t

perhaps

It's the good guys that e

bad guys don't

I

llow the rules.

t as most things ar

here go, that

could get everybody in a room
Can we do some

percen
of a dr

t

out
lab

moneys.

That's more of, f

this

instances in whi

II

rat on

i

I

some

it's a clean-up

more strongly for
out

dumpi

sit down and say,

this out

r

complete or more

•

e)

industrial activi

as well.

there's ill

(Inaudi

i

r some
r

"Okay.

we have to correct

really do.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

activi

t

l

assets

rfeiture

, is a more shared re

r

ly, a

ral fund kind of

ibility.
It's like any

other enforcement
TANNER:
lth

rtment is

lean

Well, actually, when the
it

,

1

t's -- it's coming out of

general fund
ALLEN:
money from

al

Super

money is just a grant of

rnment; is that correct?
- 133 -

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

Tell me how that is funded,

i

only on this a year.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

No.

Super

money is a tax

against industry which generates hazardous waste and so
industry has always been willing to pay that tax.

Well, not

they just didn't offer it, but -- And so that's what

is

and this year an additional, I think, $10 million is

$10 million is going to be general fund money?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

it

I

Yeah.

(Inaudible).

Yeah.

But are there any questions?

I really-- I'm amaz

that there are that many illegal drug
MR. FREELOVE:

Yes.

I called just before I

here to update our stats just for your information.

came over
As of

of September, there were 278 drug labs seized by the
Justice throughout the state, and that is not necessari

end

rtment of
counting

some of those from the local agencies and some from the f
agencies that we're not aware of at this time.

ral

We re runni

Well, last year we had 267 total, and we're not
finished with the year yet.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

Does that include who

to the Department of Health, even though

didn't do

other words -MR. FREELOVE:

All of those, by state
- 134 -

rt

enforcRment

aq~ncy

lt

was to notify the local

the local health

de

rtment, and

to notify the

rtment in turn is

state.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

That

r

includes those that

rtment of Health,

you reported to the
MR. FREELOVE:

local health agent?

Right.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And there are probably many, many

more that haven't
MR. FREELOVE:

Probably at least twice or trip e the

amount that we're unaware of out there.
detect them

Used to be you could

've changed pr

that the

ion methods so

r is almost nil.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

to handle

ir waste

And,

course,
sa

l

a

are not going

way.

We can -- with a

manifest.
MR. FREELOVE
Peace indica

, dig dump sites,

se,

and how t
lot

t

i

re

s it

, a chemical

What they're doing with it

of it we haven't the foggie t

idea.

A

into septic tanks

MR. FREELOVE
si

They will, as Mr.

ry it.

11 take waste

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

They have

ious.

now where a chemical

1

We
supp

are

No .

(Inaudible).

It ' s a 1

ss licenses in.

it

te

store front, a

135 -

ny, yes.
they do sell

front door.

chemicals out

back door and provi

They also sell

other various

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
superfund too?

cals out the

Those people are paying into the

We just found an avenue to tie it to the

super fund.
MR. FREELOVE:

One thing I wanted to bring up before I

forget, and indicating -- mentioned it briefly at the beginning,
how to identify the dump site to clandestine labs.
an idea by looking at what's there

You can
of containers

t are there, maybe the odor.

55-gallon drum looks

type

However, one black

same as the next black 55-gallon drum.

Lab operators have a tendency to scrape

f or paint over labels

on their containers so we won't know what the th ng is in the
black 55-gallon drum.

We

't know what's in it, or it's a white
ifficult.

plastic bucket. So i
An

rt in

tine

it just by observat
going to have to

However, the majority of times you're
a

is going to require a
for and how to

be able to determine

cal analysis of the substance.

This

st with the knowledge of what to look

ocess his samples.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It's pretty dangerous for you folks

to go into those, then, aside from the people involved, but the
chemicals that you
MR. FREELOVE:

to -Yes.

One of my a
- 136 -

ts cannot work

clandestine labs any more because he had a collapsed lung through
resi

chemical bronchitis, chemical pneumonia, and he also
chemicals in his liver now and

ever

11

to wor

1

labs.

We have a federal agent that, when he gets ar
certain chemicals, his legs break out.
So yes, it's
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. FREELOVE:

Very hazardous.

drugs, as everybody else
drugs.

There are

Very dangerous.
There are carcinogenic

testified to.

There are f

rivation drugs, or chemicals,

n

and yeah, it's dangerous, but it's exciting.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
work with Mr. Peace in fur

It's

would hope t

I

re,

sibly

loping his bill

r

there are some things that, some

stions

tha

seem to

me should be in the bill.
MR. FREELOVE:

,

I

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

can.
But in working he also

to

understand they have to share some of their wealth.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER
MR. FREELOVE:

Well, we'll try to

All the money comes from coke

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
chemicals used in this
themselves are legit

t

It's still in the same

What we cou
ss -- the s

te

iers, ei
- 117 -

ers
rk.

do
liers

the

r who knowi

s

unknowingly have

ir product end up with these labs; is that

correct?
MR. FREELOVE:

Yes.

There are outlaw chemical companies

that sell the precursor and essential chemicals to these people
knowing that it's going to go to drug labs.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

•

Are those people manufacturers or

are they retailers of the product?
MR. FREELOVE:

Generally retailers, until you get back

to New Jersey, where it's manufactured.

Some of our main drugs

are manufactured foreignly.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

So could we put a tax on that

product as it enters any of these, if we could identify these
chemicals and
ASSEMBLYMAN WRIGHT:

Well, you know, if they're used for

legitimate business, and if they

=e a chemical that is -- they're

already paying.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

Well, they're paying taxes.

I was

just wondering if you could put a specific tax
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

Well, I would be a little curious

about the sale of this chemical, especially if, as he says, they
are sleeze bags to start out with.

I think if a sleeze bag comes

into my facility and orders gallons of this, I'd be a little leery
about selling it to them.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

That's my point.

- 138 -

If in fact these

guys are selling it -ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

I think maybe we should

something like we did in the finance with the banks
laundering the money.

I

t

think when someone comes in that

n't

look reputable and requests an enormous amount of the chemical,
that he's put on hold until he's checked.
MR. FREELOVE:

Can I

take a second to

ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
MR. FREELOVE:

?

to

Yeah.

Under California law, the precursor

control legislation, 11-100 of the Health and Safety
specifies, I believe it's 37 specific chemicals that are
precursors to controlled substances, meaning these drugs are
needed to manufacture.

To sell those drugs in any quant

, the

seller must have a permit issued by the Department of Justice to
do so.
When a buyer comes in to buy this, he must supply all
his i

ification plus a letter on letterhead stationery from the
stating that this person is authorized to buy the drugs

and what the chemical is going to be used for.

That goes

the

Department of Justice, and there is a twenty-one day waiti
period during which the Department of Justice can conduct a
background investigation on the purchaser and the company that is
buying this drug.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:

So then how is this ge t

- 139 -

so

?

MR. FREELOVE:

They are -- Those are strictly

there are essential chemicals.

precursors,

The precursors are

being imported from out of state, from Washington, Oregon, New
,Jersey, Utah.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN WRIGHT:
MR. FREELOVE:
up, and drive back.

No.

Mail order?

They'll drive over there, pick them

It's worth their time and money.

For a $10,000 investment, you can probably make two or
three hundr

sand dollars in drugs.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

What would you suggest, then, for

the interstate situation?
MR. FREELOVE:

Okay, that is being rectified by federal

law.

ral law has a precursor reporting situation in which

they

certain precursors and essential chemicals.

does not

essential

t

are sold over

re

chemic~

law.

California

The listed chemicals

amounts, and each one has a certain

amount, that chemical must be -- the company must record who is
purchasi

it a

all their identifying information and if it's

what they ca 1 an unusual sale, which means anything above the
thr

amounts, t

must immediately notify the nearest Drug

cement Administration office, and that office must tell the
company -- I take that back.
However, this i
manu

turer or

They say, "You can sell it.

ividual is suspect.

We believe he's a drug

's conducting illegal business.
- 140 -

We're not

saying you can't sell it, but if you do you're subject to ten
rs

ral prison."

So it's their choice.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
MR. FREELOVE:

Oc

So it's working?

It just went into effect the firs

of

r, so we're just now getting started, and we're tryi

wor

bugs out.
on

to
s to

There's some clean-up legislation that

t particular law, so we're working that
Hopefully, we can put a stop to the precursor chemicals

and essential chemicals.
all ri
bri

One of the fears that we have is that,

t, we'll stop here in the United States and

1

just

it in from Canada and Mexico through the traditional

smuggling routes that they have now.
But we're getting a handle on it to some exte t in the
United States and in California.

California led the nation in

precursor control, and to some extent we put a stop to it in
California, then they brought it in from out of state.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
see

f

So it's going to take a while to

t's going to be effective at all.
MR. FREELOVE:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
Okay.

?

Do you have any quest

Thank you very much, and we appreciate

r

testimony.
We just have one more witness, Stan Phill
erne

i

response coordinator with the Department of Heal
- 141 -

Services.

MR. STAN PHILI,IPPE:
units i

tion.

ti

They gave me

re.

stuff

the wr

ief of Site

You're

Oh

response is one of the

Emer

section.
WRIGHT:

You already gave us that over

here.
MR. PH LLIPPE:
you just

o rip

have some ex

as

you who weren't here.

turn to Page 5, you'll find the testimony on

1

I

the first part on the 2229 bill, but I

e

t

r

So if
298,

f

Right, and I already handed those out.

just skim through it qui

without reading every

word.
Our

es

was

letter se

rtment.
a i

our ac ivities r
th

cla

rsonne

ls.

rly handling and di

ing of waste

tine drug labs?

rs who serve after hours as duty officers

hat

can

law enforcement or local

organ zation I have 3 full-time emergency response

I

fice

first question was, what are

to assist

ts in p

cal

so

epared in response to questions in a

r duty officer system linked with the
0

rvices.

Emerg

We also have contractors statewide

to clean up what we call

11

an

f-highway

s contractors for state highways, and we have
- 142 -

contractors

f-highway

The

it v-;orks

fice of Emerge
i

to t

l r

rtment or law en

e

contractors to deal with it

and we

t

evol

have

mill

So we 1 ve

to ki

not

some t
re'

e

A

on the amount of
rve

f

s
r

ci

0

s

ou

t

li

t we

a
t

of situat
,.
::;,

e
e

E

r

1.

is

case

i

I

fixi

l

e

on

f
t

r

n

t in several

t come thr
i

son
ell

n

Our

llars annua ly out

r

s,

rt

il

le

We ca 1

l.

lif

s ki

as a health

, we access a

cement or fir

ve,

from

n con ac

sti

if i

t

ca

g

cause

t us in touch with the

t

is if

r

Services
a

t

n

ten.

las

The

fference
is a matt

the

l

tween
n

now
1,..

\..

p i
4

r

is

our

'

tl

th

ive state process and clean

if we learn about it afterwards
thr

the Board of Control and the

Account,
re

s

tever, we fund an

ntil

terwar

prohibit ce t

o

ctim's Compensation
r

rmland,

ul lot of those kinds

in ki

s of

and from bei

reimbursable.

So it 1 s simp

a quest on

not you heard about it before or after

d contact us,

ls

t

fact that they

er,

rcentage-wise,

t

t

re

Sacramento Coun y,
game

t the things that they're asking us to

ings which we 1 re able to pay for.

ASSEMBLYWOr~N

e
t

it.

about the fact that Southern

be that they know how to play
tter.

informing

most count es are pretty well aware

S uart was talki

Ca i

clean-up?

Right, and we do a lot towar

emergency of

r

nsation

the rules regarding the victim's

MR. PHILLIPPE:
l

t the claims have to

The difficulty is, if we don't lea n about

SEMBLYWOMAN AIJLEN:
whet

What

t come to us first, before the clean-up, and we send

our contracto s out.
it

s t

the spill.

tical, both

If two situations were

s, or

or vacant

up

qualify

tion is do

then the

rsemen .

of thi

ocured

tch our contractors, that

d

ALLEN:

Would a notification such as was

first of all to notify the

rty owner that

tance residue on their property and that they

- 144 -

are re

so,

notification were in there

wou

owner·?

r

MR

aw en

t

PEII,LIPPE:

lems vlhere,

in,

nti

situa

of dr
're

wast

You ve

t e

contractor, a

've

Is

some case

e some

e
r

t

to

if it's si

money

le

res

rmland, the rules

's

II

've

t

Heal h Services a

tter

a pr

1

t

y 1

We ask a

it

f

f

are not entitl

reas if a

r

s

11

ess re

r

th it, and t

"Gee.

s

y get he e

a little u
r

so

're on

t

bill as soon as
li

i

e

i

't do it right now,

s

1

cement guys or someone tells the pr

a

lea

e

afterwar

if

sa

mes

-- prior to c

that if

the e

t

, a li

ible for clean-up, but it inc

answer is

n

r

a
1

e

e o

e

a

state

ing would be to

t

di

in whi

d d not,

ve

for

in

y

manner

local area pays

n t

cl
MR

explain to a
they didn t
providing

1, we ve

PHILLI

e

attenti

ies

ri

t.

s situation arose because

t

to the in

ion that we've been

t

You'd

ALLEN:

they wou

amazed at how

to
MR

of

We tried to

ink

I

mes

e

r

r

a couple, huh?
can name a couple

now
is

s
turn

costs

ickly

t if

clean-up

EPA, and we have an

1

unwritten

'11 come out,

general

lags in thi
more

contacti

if it's

ine problem in terms

owner once they re notified, and

li

tti

s

e

t

Ar

si

afternoon
there.

your organizat
re is a

$

as

s, what are the time

is

In

Do

guys get a call in the
You

re

is cleaned up as soon

next
- 146 -

t

r contractors out

, or are we talking a

month, or
're r
believe, to leave for the scene

ir

ract, I

r ou

ithin an

re

scattered around the state, so it's just a rna ter

i

t

and I think we've got about 7 zones that we wo k ou

it

shouldn't take too long.
Sometimes what we

is

the e

t

t

contractor give us an assessment of what
kind of equipment they're
cost will be.

i

our

to

t

to bring in

to

ean it

We don't just turn

up and send us a bill.

11

We

and then we authorize that.

If

est

wi

that's when we get in
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

EPA's 24
Ok

testimony two things, first

ive

can re

before and appear not to have a

rental property."

One of

d

ically

e

rse it aft

oblem

th that.
wou

r

s

second, I
owners
on

lab cl
re

d

notion of expanding the

rameters

include those areas.

t

Is

s

nor

note that in your current practice
if

ten

feel the

t

a change in distinction

ice in

I

currently drafted, that it's a re

of rental property li

rst,

g ve us an es

bill so
t conclus
e that if we can

inference from your statemen
-

14

f

s

as i

of the bill nar

is now t

t

nerally

r

but if we were to

ith

supportive
broaden it to

rt

th rental

1

t might cause a

t

problem for you.
MR. PHILLIPPE:
have to fi

re

Wel , I think we'

t,

some

be,

difference wou

t

'-

truly innocent vic

no connect

calling

r

ks vi

that the owners or t
transporters are li
victims
proper

rator

not
on

i

property owne

t the innocent

i

they own the

even

we cl

ly go after

cou

,

innoce

rty

ir

If it's a

generators or the

e,

li

he

what the

superfund law says

or

we're cone

1

ti

with it, then we're

even

a

at it, and we'd

like this:

our logic

l-

1

rty owners.

We don't,

and we never
ASSEMBLYMAN

r

perspect

il

t
MR

logic is t

we li e ke
t if someone

it narrow because our

i

ty they have some

a p
t

ve

saying is from a policy

s

i

e dr

f

on

re, and in fact,

s'

PEACE
ALLEN:
dr

s merely

se

've

've rented
48

off of those
room?

MR. PHILLIPPE:

Right.

it's partly brought on

Now, again, that's -- I think

virtue

and we have to rope it

not

somehow,

imi

i

money,

that's one way that we do

it.
And there's a distinct

6,

worth pointing out, on
structures.

I think what you

made here that, maybe, is
t bulk chemicals found insi
rd earlier was that Mr.

Lockwood's firm comes in, and

will

asked by the drug

enforcement folks to take away the bulk chemicals that are there.
We are not usually invo

in

t.

else pays for that,

the drug enforcement people.
Occasionally we get requests

c

i

up the inside

of the building, like the carpet and the curtains and so forth,
and we have not done

t, because we say that if you close the

property up and board it and lock it, there's no immediate public
health threat, and we just don't have the funds to go in and do
all of those things.

So we're not doing those.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

But ult

victim because they can't

tely

're still a

f of a room, or

property, or whatever, that

f of a

no responsibility in

wrecking.
MR. PHILLIPPE:
somebody somethi

t's true,

it's going to cost

t

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

You're just
49

ing it mainly that

't have

way because

MR. PHILLIPPE:

fu

?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

still have further

Do

testimony?
MR. PHILLIPPE:
a lot is at the site

Well, just briefly.
the drug lab, t

where they've
the law enforcement

thrown their chemicals out in the ditches
guys, after

ther

've

that's when
there's some dit

,

11

0h, yes, by the

stuff out there,

buri

a

We ve also
f

the bulk chemicals and the evidence,
to us and

turn

Mat vehic

What we do run into

II

of equipment, Haz

ided support in the

,

traini

and other equi

e

and I'm sure that some of

and we get that.

nt to local governments,

icles

rol

out to these

kinds of sites.
two,

Quest

ask

involved, dollar-wise,

I

increase and

dr

out

our total erne

about 60

ve we been

a little table showing the

incidents, and we re up to

r •

to a

d

\vas e.

As far as we
d

extent

incidents that we're involved in

lars, we're

c

for clean up

give

r

t

rcent
In

i

number

t

t

lf of our dollars are

now, our fund is the only fund available
waste, s

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

rate from

bulk chemicals.

If some funding were to be, in
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some way, acceptable, you found some, would it be

tter to expand

the funding there with your department, or would it

tter to

have some different arrangement.
MR. PHILLIPPE:

Well, we're going to duck that one to

the Department of Finance, I'm afraid.

We feel that these

i

to

still represent an important health problem that we're
respond to as long as we're the only fund,

as
extent

superfund money is available to do this, we'll do it to
we can.

s

If there are proposals for using other sources of f

I'm sure that the Governor will want the Department

Finance to

look at that.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:
here.

Personally, I

i

rt se is

Even if we identified other funding sources,

lination

would be to want to keep -- and I might add, from

are

hearing today and from what I've heard otherwise,

i
tern

exception of the -- They always complain of sting ness,
re to

of at least contact is a good one, and the people a e
change it and change the players in midstream would just

e in

to Square One in re-educating local government
terms of whom to call and that sort of thing.

t us

a big

That

mistake.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
MR. PHILLIPPE:

Does that conclude

r

Does anyone

st

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:
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a

tes imony?

MR. TAKASHIMA:

I have a question.

This is on Page Ten.

You're showing a total expenditure of $997,000 already.

Does that

mean you only have $3,000 left in your emergency fund?
MR. PHILLIPPE:

No.

This is last year.

MR. TAKASHIMA:

What do you have now in your emergency

MR. PHILLIPPE:

Well, it starts out every year, we have

fund?

a million available.
MR. TAKASHIMA:

And what's your status right now?

MR. PHILLIPPE:

I don't have the numbers with me.

don't know.

I

I think we're right about on track with spending

about a fourth of the money in the first quarter.
MR. TAKASHIMA:

And how many claims have you denied?

a typical year, you accept 350 or so.

How many do you decline to

accept?
MR. PHILLIPPE:

I don't have that here.

I'd hoped to

have Mark Cameron here who runs the emergency response formerly,
but he's involved with the earthquake stuff.
ASSEMBLYMAN PEACE:

I can understand that.

Maybe when

you get through with the earthquake, you can get us that
background information.
MR. PHILLIPPE:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN ALLEN:

Be glad to.
Okay.

If there's no further

testimony, that concludes our committee.
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In

The committee is

adjourned.
(Whereupon the hearing ended).
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